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ABSTRACT

Aims. We develop a new theoretical framework to generate Besançon Galaxy Model Fast Approximate Simulations (BGM FASt) to
address fundamental questions of the Galactic structure and evolution performing multi-parameter inference. As a first application
of our strategy we simultaneously infer the initial-mass function (IMF), the star formation history and the stellar mass density in the
solar neighbourhood.
Methods. The BGM FASt strategy is based on a reweighing scheme, that uses a specific pre-sampled simulation, and on the assump-
tion that the distribution function of the generated stars in the Galaxy can be described by an analytical expression. To evaluate the
performance of our strategy we execute a set of validation tests. Finally, we use BGM FASt together with an approximate Bayesian
computation algorithm to obtain the posterior probability distribution function of the inferred parameters, by automatically comparing
synthetic versus Tycho-2 colour-magnitude diagrams.
Results. The validation tests show a very good agreement between equivalent simulations performed with BGM FASt and the stan-
dard BGM code, with BGM FASt being ∼104 times faster. From the analysis of the Tycho-2 data we obtain a thin-disc star formation
history decreasing in time and a present rate of 1.2 ± 0.2 M� yr−1. The resulting total stellar volume mass density in the solar neigh-
bourhood is 0.051+0.002

−0.005 M� pc−3 and the local dark matter density is 0.012± 0.001 M� pc−3. For the composite IMF, we obtain a slope
of α2 = 2.1+0.1

−0.3 in the mass range between 0.5 M� and 1.53 M�. The results of the slope at the high-mass range are trustable up to
4 M� and highly dependent on the choice of extinction map (obtaining α3 = 2.9+0.2

−0.2 and α3 = 3.7+0.2
−0.2, respectively, for two different

extinction maps). Systematic uncertainties coming from model assumptions are not included.
Conclusions. The good performance of BGM FASt demonstrates that it is a very valuable tool to perform multi-parameter inference
using Gaia data releases.

Key words. Galaxy: fundamental parameters – solar neighborhood – Galaxy: stellar content – stars: formation – methods: analytical –
methods: statistical

1. Introduction

Recently, the astrophysics community has successfully carried
out important ground-based and space missions generating very
large data sets. Large sky surveys with photometric and astro-
metric data, such as Gaia data release 2 (Gaia Collaboration
2018), among others, represent a challenge for Galaxy modelling
in terms of both the new types of data and the large amounts of
data created. At the same time, new statistical techniques are
having a significant effect on modern astronomy. The use of
Bayesian statistics for the exploration of large parameter spaces,
together with Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC) or approx-
imate Bayesian computation (ABC), among others, are in rapid
development.

Several attempts have been done to generate fast Milky
Way simulations (e.g. Girardi et al. 2005; Jurić et al. 2008;
Sharma et al. 2011 or Pasetto et al. 2016). It is demonstrated that
the Galaxy models from Sharma et al. (2011) and Pasetto et al.
(2016) can be used to explore large parameters spaces
under machine-learning algorithms, MCMC, and ABC (e.g.
Rybizki & Just 2015; Pasetto et al. 2016). The Galaxia code is

able to work in two different modes: it can simulate the Milky
Way from a Galaxy model based on Robin et al. (2003), or from
N-body simulations. The fast performance of Galaxia relies on
its sampling technique and its clever strategy adopted to avoid
the simulation of unnecessary stars. The strategy of Pasetto et al.
(2016) to perform fast simulations of the Milky Way is based on
the use of distribution functions. It constructs colour-magnitude
diagrams (CMDs) of single stellar populations from N-body
simulations, with low computational cost (Pasetto et al. 2012).

The Besançon Galaxy Model (BGM; Robin et al. 2003) is
also a stellar population synthesis model for the Milky Way. It is
a very powerful and versatile tool for the statistical analysis of
the structure and evolution of the Milky Way. Moreover, it is a
valuable tool for the preparation and validation of catalogues for
space- and ground-based observational instruments and surveys.
Recently, BGM was used to study the kinematics of the local
disc from the RAVE survey and the Gaia first data release (DR1;
Robin et al. 2017), to evaluate the evolution of the Milky Way’s
disc shape over time (Amôres et al. 2017), to constrain Galac-
tic and stellar physics (Lagarde et al. 2017), to constrain the
local initial-mass function (IMF) using Galactic Cepheids and
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Tycho-2 data (Mor et al. 2017), and to study microlensing events
in the Galactic bulge (Awiphan et al. 2016). Furthermore, BGM
has also been useful, together with other Milky Way models, to
study the bulge bar (Simion et al. 2017) and for the validation of
the Gaia DR1 (Arenou et al. 2017). Nowadays, a BGM standard
(BGM Std) simulation (e.g. Czekaj et al. 2014) has a computa-
tional cost that is not adapted to exploring large parameter spaces
using modern Bayesian iterative methods that require a very
large number of simulations. To overcome this handicap we have
developed a theoretical framework to generate very fast Milky
Way approximate simulations based on BGM. This framework
allows us to explore, among others, the parameter spaces of
the IMF, the star formation history (SFH), and the density laws
using ABC. The flexibility of the strategy presented here allows
for the generation of fast approximate simulations for different
Milky Way components, such as thin disc, thick disc, halo, and
bulge. Our full strategy is codified to run on Apache Spark1

(Zaharia et al. 2012) and Apache Hadoop2, which are engines
coming from business science suited to deal with large surveys.
Thanks to its codification, BGM FASt is implemented in the big
data infrastructure known as Gaia Data Analytics Framework
(GDAF, e.g. Tapiador et al. 2017). As a first application of this
complex strategy we use ABC algorithms, BGM, and Tycho-2
data to constrain the IMF, the local SFH, the local stellar mass
density, and the thin-disc density laws.

In Sect. 2 we describe the BGM, and in Sect. 3 we present
the framework to generate the BGM fast approximate simula-
tions (BGM FASt). In Sect. 4 we describe the treatment of the
local dynamical statistical equilibrium in the context of BGM
FASt. In Sect. 5 we briefly describe the approximate Bayesian
computation technique applied to explore the parameter space
of the fundamental functions of the Milky Way. In Sect. 6 we
present an evaluation of the BGM FASt performance in the solar
neighbourhood. Results are presented in Sect. 7 while a discus-
sion and conclusions are presented in Sects. 8 and 9.

2. The Besançon Galaxy Model

In the present paper we use the following versions of the Galactic
components of BGM chosen from a compromise between recent
and stable updates.

For the stellar halo component we use the model from
Robin et al. (2014) and for the bulge-bar region we use the
model described in Robin et al. (2012). For the thick disc com-
ponent we use the model from the best fit obtained in Robin et al.
(2014) which is a thick disc with two main star-formation
episodes at 10 and 12 Gyr. For the thin disc component we use
the model described in Czekaj et al. (2014) with the updates on
the parameters introduced in Mor et al. (2017). The local dynam-
ical statistical equilibrium of BGM is ensured by dynamical con-
straints based on Bienaymé et al. (1987). The last dynamics and
kinematics updates from Bienaymé et al. (2015) and Robin et al.
(2017) are not considered in the present paper and will be incor-
porated in the near future.

2.1. BGM star-generation strategy

The BGM has two main working modes to compute the genera-
tion of the stars in the Galaxy. The traditional approach relies on
using a precomputed Hess diagram (Robin et al. 2003), while the
more updated approach is able to generate the stars from a given

1 https://spark.apache.org/
2 http://hadoop.apache.org/

set of fundamental functions (e.g. IMF, SFH, age-metallicity
among others), making them evolve using a desired set of stel-
lar evolutionary models (Czekaj et al. 2014). For each Galactic
component we can choose whether we want to simulate it using
the Hess diagram or the updated strategy. Alternatively, from the
updated star-generation strategy we can build a Hess diagram
from a given set of fundamental functions, and ingest it into
BGM code afterwards to be used in a traditional way.

In this section we summarise the stellar generation strat-
egy described in Czekaj et al. (2014), henceforth referred to as
our standard strategy. Initially this strategy was developed for
the thin-disc component but nowadays it can be used for other
Galactic components.

In the BGM Std strategy, to generate stars born τ years ago
for a given Galactic i-component (e.g. thin disc, thick disc, halo
and bulge-bar), we start from a given total surface mass density
at the position of the Sun (Σi

�). We then use the SFH (ψi
�(τ)) to

distribute the surface mass density along τ as follows:

Σi
�(τ) ≈ Σi

� · ψ
i
�(τ). (1)

For simplicity, the current version neglects the radial migra-
tion. We setup the model so that the stars are born in the plane.
We then redistribute them in the process of secular evolution by
using the surface-to-volume mass density ratio at the position of
the Sun (H(τ, x̄�) = Σ�(τ)/ρ�(τ)) to compute the volume stellar
mass density from Σi

�, as follows

ρi(τ, x�, y�, z�) =
Σi
�(τ)

Hi(τ, x�, y�, z�)
=

Σi
� · ψ

i
�(τ)

Hi(τ, x�, y�, z�)
, (2)

where we have expressed the position x̄ in Cartesian Galactic
coordinates as (x, y, z). The volume mass density is distributed
throughout the Galaxy as

ρi(τ, x, y, z) = ρi(τ, x�, y�, z�) · Ri(τ, x, y, z), (3)

whereRi(τ, x, y, z) are the density laws for the given i-component
and Ri(τ, x�, y�, z�) = 1. We can then write Hi(τ, x�, y�, z�) as
the integral of the density law along the vertical direction at the
position of the Sun:

Hi(τ, x�, y�, z�) =
Σi
�(τ)

ρi(τ, x�, y�, z�)
=

∫
∀z

Ri(τ, x�, y�, z) dz. (4)

Finally, from Eqs. (2)–(4), we can write the distribution of the
volume mass density along position and age as follows

ρi(τ, x̄) =
Σi
� · ψ

i
�(τ)

Hi(τ)
· Ri(τ, x̄), (5)

where for simplicity we call Hi(τ) to Hi(τ, x�, y�, z�). As
explained in Czekaj et al. (2014), the IMF distributes this mass
density in three mass ranges. The star generation process goes
through all the volume elements in the Galaxy. First, in a given
volume element, for a given age sub-population the age of
the star is drawn uniformly within the age limits. Afterwards,
the mass of the star is drawn from the IMF. Next, the metal-
licity is assigned depending on the age and position of the
stars. In the most updated versions, the α-elements-to-iron abun-
dance ([α/Fe]) is assigned to each star with a given probability
(Lagarde et al. 2017). The evolutionary stage is then assigned to
the star by interpolating the stellar evolutionary tracks. In a fol-
lowing step, the process assigns to the generated star a given
probability to be the primary component of a stellar multiple
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system. This probability is assigned following the guidelines of
Arenou (2011). Finally, if the star is flagged as a primary compo-
nent of a stellar multiple system, the standard strategy generates
a secondary star with a mass drawn from the probability distri-
butions described in Arenou (2011).

For consideration in the following sections we define a BGM
Std simulation to be one that works using the standard stellar
generation strategy or a fixed Hess diagram built from the stan-
dard stellar generation strategy.

2.2. Standard thin disc component

The thin disc component is described in Czekaj et al. (2014). The
stars are generated as described in Sect. 2.1. The thin disc popu-
lation is divided in seven age sub-populations. Usually the cho-
sen age intervals are those described in Bienaymé et al. (1987)
but for the two youngest populations we use the age limits
described in Mor et al. (2017). The density distribution of each
sub-population of the thin disc is assumed to follow an Einasto
density profile as described in Robin et al. (2012), except for the
youngest sub-population which follows the expression described
in Robin et al. (2003). These profiles are characterised by the
eccentricities of the ellipsoid (i.e. the axis ratio), the radial
scale length of the disc (hR), and the radial scale length of the
disc hole (hRh). A velocity dispersion as a function of age is
adopted and the dynamical statistical equilibrium is ensured by
using the strategy described in Bienaymé et al. (1987). Stellar
evolutionary tracks and model atmosphere, combined with an
age-metallicity relation, allow us to go from masses, ages, and
metallicities to the space of the observables. In this process a
three-dimensional (3D) interstellar extinction map is adopted.

3. Framework for the Besançon Galaxy Model Fast
Approximate Simulation

A BGM Std simulation has a computational cost of ∼432 h of
CPU time for a simulation of 106 stars, excluding the use of
iterative methods like ABC or MCMC to explore large param-
eter spaces. Hence, we have developed a new method, called
BGM FASt, which is able to robustly simulate the Galaxy with
a computational cost of ∼240 s of CPU time for a simulation
of 106 stars. Thanks to the use of Apache Hadoop and Apache
Spark environments (Zaharia et al. 2012) the computational cost
should not scale with the number of stars as is the case in stan-
dard environments (Julbe, priv. comm.).

3.1. The BGM FASt concept

The BGM FASt is a population-synthesis simulation of the
Milky Way, obtained from a clever modification of a BGM Std
simulation. The BGM FASt development is based on the dis-
tribution function of the generated stars (Di). The Di carries
on the information about the generation of the stars in the i-
component of the Galaxy (e.g. thin disc, thick disc, halo, bulge-
bar) throughout the life of the given component up to the present
day. This distribution function contains the chemo-dynamical
information that is classically expressed by fundamental func-
tions such as the IMF, the SFH, density distribution, the age-
metallicity relation, and the radial metallicity gradient, among
others. The Di is defined in a N dimensional space (¶i) for each
of the i-components of the Galaxy. This N dimensional space
contains all the parameters that can be involved in a distribution
function of the generated stars in the Galaxy. Let us introduce

the parameter space as follows:

¶i ≡ τ × M × Z × x̄ × v̄ × p̄, (6)

where τ is the present age of the stellar object, M and Z are its
initial mass and metallicity, and x̄ and v̄ are position and velocity,
respectively. p̄ accounts for other independent parameters that,
for some specific purposes, would be interesting to have explic-
itly introduced in the distribution function. The α-elements-
to-iron abundance ratio ([α/Fe]) is an example of one of the
possible p̄ parameters and we treat this in the following
section.

The strategy to generate a BGM FASt begins with the choice
of a specific Mother Simulation with an imposed set of funda-
mental functions. We use Mother Simulation to refer to a BGM
Std simulation used as a seed to generate a BGM FASt simu-
lation. This Mother Simulation is used as a main constituent to
generate one or several BGM FASt simulations with different
assumptions for the fundamental functions. The idea behind the
BGM FASt strategy is that the number of stars generated in a
given interval of the parameter space (Ni(∆¶)) is proportional
to the mass dedicated to generate stars for that given interval
(Mi(∆¶)):

Ni(∆¶) ∝ Mi(∆¶), (7)

where ∆¶ ≡ (∆τ,∆M,∆Z,∆x̄,∆v̄,∆ p̄). Equation (7) is valid for
both the Mother Simulation and the BGM FASt simulation. If ∆¶
is small enough, we can write a proportion between the number
of stars and the masses relating both the Mother Simulation and
the BGM FASt simulation:

NFASt
i (∆¶)

NMSt
i (∆¶)

∝
MFASt

i (∆¶)

MMSt
i (∆¶)

· (8)

Then we can approximate the number of stars for a given interval
for a BGM FASt simulation as follows:

NFASt
i (∆¶) ≈

MFASt
i (∆¶)

MMSt
i (∆¶)

· NMSt
i (∆¶). (9)

Let us call weight to the mass ratio of Eq. (9):

wi =
MFASt

i (∆τ,∆M,∆Z,∆x̄,∆v̄,∆p̄)

MMSt
i (∆τ,∆M,∆Z,∆x̄,∆v̄,∆p̄)

, (10)

where we compute the mass dedicated to generate stars, in a
given interval, from the distribution function of the generated
stars that we present in following sections.

In practice, we generate a BGM FASt simulation by apply-
ing a weight to each star of the Mother Simulation. This is done
according to the parameters of the star, such as mass, age, posi-
tion, and distance, among others. Thus, the resulting simulation
is an approximation of the BGM Std simulation that would be
obtained with the standard BGM star generation process.

We present the theoretical framework and the practi-
cal implementation for the generation of a BGM FASt as
follows.

First, in Sect. 3.2, we describe the distribution function of the
generated stars Di in the most generic context and its relation
with the masses involved in Eq. (10). This allows us to intro-
duce the classical fundamental functions, such as the IMF and
the SFH, and functions describing more complex scenarios. In a
following step we consider a set of assumptions and approxima-
tions to reach a Di function compatible with the Di implicitly
involved in a BGM Std simulation.
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Next, in Sect. 3.3, we discuss the treatment of stellar multiple
systems as modelled in a BGM. We introduce the probability of
obtaining a binary system at birth in our approximated Di. The
obtained expressions are useful for both the process ensuring the
local dynamical statistical equilibrium and the computation of
the surface mass stellar density at the position of the Sun. Finally
after describing a generalizable weight expression, in Sect. 3.4,
we constrain it to the BGM context including stellar multiple
systems.

3.2. The distribution function of the generated stars

3.2.1. Generic context and fundamental functions

In this section we describe the distribution function of the gen-
erated stars in its most generic context. Under the given defini-
tion of the parameter space (¶i) we can precisely define some
of the parameters belonging to p̄. It is convenient for future
purposes to write the distribution function Di(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, p̄)
accounting explicitly for the ratio [α/Fe]. Subsequently,
[α/Fe] is considered as one of the p̄ parameters and we
can write Di(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, [α/Fe], p̄′) in the N dimensional
space:

¶i ≡ τ×M×Z × x̄× v̄× p̄ = τ×M×Z × x̄× v̄× [α/Fe]× p̄′. (11)

In our line of action, for the moment, we are interested in explic-
itly representing age, mass, metallicity, position, velocity, and
the ratio [α/Fe] in the distribution function. Subsequently we
marginalize Di(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, [α/Fe], p̄′) over the rest of the p̄′
parameters:

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, [α/Fe]) =

∫
∀ p̄′ ∈ ¶i,

Di(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, [α/Fe], p̄′) dp̄′,

(12)

where Gi is the distribution function of the generated stars for
the i-component in the reduced space ¶ir:

¶ir ≡ τ × M × Z × x̄ × v̄ × [α/Fe]. (13)

For simplicity let us henceforth refer to [α/Fe] using only α.
The Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) distribution function is such that the

integral over all the parameters that belong to the parameter
space is the total number of generated stars in the i-component
of the Galaxy:∫
∀ τ,M,Z̄,x̄,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dτ dM dZ dx̄ dv̄ dα = Ni, (14)

and if we multiply by the mass before the integration, we have
the total mass of the generated stars for the i-component of the
Galaxy:∫
∀ τ,M,Z̄,x̄,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α)·M dτ dM dZ dx̄ dv̄ dα = Mi. (15)

The mass of Eq. (7) can then be expressed as the integral of the
distribution function for a given interval in the parameter space
(∆¶ir):

Mi(∆τ,∆M,∆Z,∆x̄,∆v̄,∆α)

=

∫
∀ τ,M,Z̄,x̄,v̄,α ∈∆¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) · M dτ dM dZ dx̄ dv̄ dα, (16)

and we can write Eq. (10) as

wi =

∫
∆¶ir

GFASt
i (τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) · M d¶r∫

∆¶ir

GMSt
i (τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) · M d¶r

, (17)

where d¶r ≡ dτ dM dZ dx̄ dv̄ dα.
The true Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) distribution function is unknown,

but its marginalization over combinations of parameters results
in deeply studied functions such as the IMF, the SFH, the age-
metallicity relation, the radial metallicity gradient, and also func-
tions carrying information about the density distribution of the
Galaxy or dynamical and chemo-dynamical information. Let us
exemplify mathematically how some of these fundamental func-
tions can be treated related to the distribution function.

The marginalization over the parameters τ,Z, x̄, v̄ and α
within the values that belong to the ¶ir space can be written as:∫
∀ τ,Z,x̄,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dτ dZ dx̄ dv̄ dα = ξi(M), (18)

where ξi(M) is the composite IMF for each one of the i-
components. Marginalizing now the Gi over M,Z, x̄, v̄, α within
the values that belong to the ¶ir space we have the τ distribution
of the generated stars that can be interpreted as the SFH of the
whole i-component:∫
∀M,Z,x̄,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dM dZ dx̄ dv̄ dα = Ψi(τ). (19)

If we are interested in studying how the τ distribution depends
on the position, we can then perform a marginalization over M,
Z, v̄ and α, obtaining∫
∀M,Z,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dM dZ dv̄ dα = fi(τ, x̄). (20)

If in Eq. (20) we set x̄ = x̄�, the position of the Sun, then the
resulting function can be interpreted as the SFH at the position
of the Sun.

The functions involving metallicity, such as the age-
metallicity relation or the radial metallicity gradient, could
also be considered in BGM FASt. If we marginalize
Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) over mass, α, and phase-space we get the Z
distribution of stars formed τ years ago:∫
∀M,x̄,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dM dx̄ dv̄ dα = χi(τ,Z). (21)

The radial metallicity gradient can be deduced from a more
complex expression obtained marginalizing Gi over age, mass,
velocity and α:∫
∀ τ,M,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dτ dM dv̄ dα = ηi(Z, x̄). (22)

This latter expression is the position and metallicity distribution
of the generated stars throughout the life of the i-component.
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Finally, information about chemo-dynamics and kinematics
can be introduced with the following two equations.∫
∀M,x̄, α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dM dx̄ dα = Qi(τ,Z, v̄), (23)

∫
∀M,Z, α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dM dZ dα = Ki(τ, x̄, v̄). (24)

The spatial distribution of the volume mass density ( ρi
g(x̄))

that has been dedicated to generating stars for the Galactic i-
component throughout its life can be written as follows

ρi
g(x̄) =

∫
∀ τ,M,Z̄,v̄,α ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) · M dτ dM dZ dv̄ dα. (25)

In the following steps it is useful to have the equation of the
mass density dedicated to generating stars born τ years ago in a
position x̄:

ρi
g(τ, x̄) =

∫
∀M,Z̄,v̄ ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) · M dM dZ̄ dv̄ dα. (26)

Until now, we have described the distribution function of
the generated stars in the Galaxy in a generic context. We have
emphasised that our strategy can be generalizable and any of the
fundamental equations described above (Eqs. (18)–(24)) can be
used if we are able to write an analytical expression for them.

3.2.2. The approximate solution

In this section we find an approximation to the distribution func-
tion of the generated stars compatible with BGM. At the same
time this approximation aims to be extensible to other models
of the Galaxy that use similar star-generation strategies. As the
exploration of the velocity spaces is not included in the present
paper, for simplicity we do not consider the kinematic part here.
Our goal is therefore to find an approximate solution to the inte-
gral

∫
∀ v̄ ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dv̄.
In this context the first assumption comes from a traditional

strategy (e.g. Tinsley 1980), assuming that mass and age distri-
butions are separated. Splitting the mass function from the func-
tion of τ and x̄ as follows

ξi(M) · Fi(τ, x̄). (27)

Moreover, the BGM assumes a metallicity distribution that
depends on position and age. We can therefore introduce, in
the equations, the probability that a star of a given age in a
given position has a metallicity Z: Pi(Z|τ, x̄). Furthermore, BGM
has recently included the possibility to use [α/Fe], a parame-
ter which affects the stellar evolutionary tracks (Lagarde et al.
2017), assuming, from observational surveys, a certain probabil-
ity that a given star has a given [α/Fe]. In general, for a given
i-component, this probability depends on the age, the position,
and the metallicity of the star and we denote it as Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄).

From Eq. (27), and the metallicity and [α/Fe] distributions,
we can write:∫
∀ v̄ ∈ ¶ir

Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dv̄

≈ ξi(M) · Fi(τ, x̄) · Pi(Z|τ, x̄) · Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄),
(28)

where the assumptions and approximations behind the math-
ematical expression of the functions Fi(τ, x̄), Pi(Z|τ, x̄) and
P(α|τ,Z, x̄) are imposed to be compatible with the BGM. Equa-
tion (28) assumes, from the statistical point of view, that the
probability to generate a star with mass M and the probability to
generate a star τ years ago in a given position are conditionally
independent. This means that the IMF is assumed to be indepen-
dent of time and position.

The standard star-generation strategy described in Sect. 2.1
guides us by using Eq. (5) to approximate the function Fi(τ, x̄)
as follows

Fi(τ, x̄) ≈
Σi
� · ψ

i
�(τ)

Hi(τ)
· Ri(τ, x̄), (29)

where Σi
� is the stellar surface mass density (∗/pc2) of the gener-

ated stars at the position of the Sun for the Galactic i-component,
Hi(τ) is the surface-to-volume-density ratio at the position of the
Sun, Ri(τ, x̄) is the density distribution, and ψi

� is the SFH in the
solar neighbourhood.

Taking into account the approximations implicitly or explic-
itly adopted in standard BGM we present a solid solution for the
following integral∫
∀ v̄ ∈ ¶ir

Gi (τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) dv̄

≈
Σi
� · ψ

i
�(τ)

Hi(τ)
· Ri(τ, x̄) · ξi(M) · Pi(Z|τ, x̄) · Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄),

(30)

where the IMF is normalized as
∫
∀M ∈ ¶ir

ξ(M) · M dM =

1, the SFH in the solar neighbourhood is normalized as∫
∀ τ ∈Πr

ψ�(τ) dτ = 1, and by definitionPi(Z|τ, x̄) andPi(α|τ,Z, x̄)
are normalized to 1. Ri(τ, x̄) and Hi(τ) are such that the integral
over the whole parameter space of Gi(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) gives the
total number of generated stars in the Galactic i-component.

For simplicity, as BGM Std does, we assume an axi-
symmetric structure with no radial migration. Additionally, we
assume that for a given volume element, dρ

dt ≈ 0, where ρ is
the stellar volume mass density. These assumptions allow us to
use the density distributions (Ri(τ, x̄)) described in Robin et al.
(2003) and Robin et al. (2014), derived to match the present den-
sity distribution of each Galactic i-component.

3.3. Handling of the stellar multiple systems

The probability of obtaining a multiple system at birth in a star
formation event is unknown, very complex, and can depend on
many parameters, such as the metallicity, the mass of the molec-
ular cloud, the turbulence, mass segregation, mass competition,
and mass accretion rate (e.g. Bonnell et al. 2007; Kroupa et al.
2013). For these reasons, the BGM approach (e.g. Czekaj et al.
2014; Robin et al. 2012) is performed adopting an empirical law
to match the observed present distribution function of multiple
stellar systems (Arenou 2011). This approach assigns a certain
probability to a generated star of being the primary component
of a multiple system, depending on its mass and its luminosity
class. Inside our framework this means a dependence on mass,
age, and, through the stellar evolutionary models, Z and α. This
probability is therefore P(bin|τ,M,Z, α).

Let us refer to the generated star susceptible to be flagged
as either the single star or primary component of the binary sys-
tem as the “primal star”. Once a primal star is decided as being a
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primary component of a multiple system, a secondary star is gen-
erated with a mass m. The mass m of the secondary is assigned
following a probability distribution function (PDF) that depends
mainly on the mass M and the luminosity class of the primary
component, leading to P(m|τ,M,Z, α).

We introduce the stellar multiple systems in BGM FASt
by simplifying their treatment under two assumptions: (1) The
masses of primal stars (singles and primaries) are drawn from
the IMF while the mass of the secondary follows the empirical
laws described above, and (2) the age of the primary star follows
the SFH, while the age of the secondary is assumed to be the
same as the primary (i.e. both components were born together).
With these two assumptions, the multiple stellar systems can be
introduced in our analytical approach at low computational cost.
We can compute first, at the position of the Sun, the surface mass
density of secondary stars (Σi,$

� ) as a function of the surface mass
density of the primal stars (Σi,4

� ) and afterwards compute Σ
i,4
� as

a function of Σi
�. We begin by expressing Σi

� as

Σi
� = Σ

i,4
� + Σ

i,$
� . (31)

Subsequently, the stellar volume mass density of primary stars
at the position of the sun for the i-component is given by

ρi,4
g (x̄�) ≈

∫
∀ τ,M,Z, α ∈ ¶ir

Σ
i,4
� · ψ

i
�(τ)

Hi(τ)
· R(τ, x̄�) · ξi(M) · M

· Pi(Z|τ, x̄�) · Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄�) dτ dM dZ dα, (32)

and the stellar volume mass density of secondary stars at the
position of the sun for the i-component is given by

ρi,$
g (x̄�) ≈

∫
∀ τ,M,Z, α, ∈ ¶ir

mmax∫
mmin

Σ
i,4
� · ψ

i
�(τ)

Hi(τ)
· R(τ, x̄�) · ξi(M)

· Pi(Z|τ, x̄�) · Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄�) · P(bin|τ,M,Z, α)
· P(m|τ,M,Z, α) m dm dτ dM dZ dα. (33)

We also want to compute the surface mass density; then, if we
leave out Hi from the integrand of Eq. (33), we get the surface
mass density of secondary stars at the position of the Sun:

Σ
i,$
� ≈ Σ

i,4
�

∫
∀ τ,M,Z, α ∈ ¶ir

mmax∫
mmin

ψi
�(τ) · ξi(M) · Pi(Z|τ, x̄�)

· Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄�) · P(bin|τ,M,Z, α)
· P(m|τ,M,Z, α) · m dm dτ dM dZ dα. (34)

Finally, Σ
i,4
� is computed from Σi

� using Eqs. (31) and (34).
This result is very useful for both determining the weight

function when considering multiple stellar systems as imple-
mented in BGM (Sect. 3.4) and computing the local dynamical
statistical equilibrium (Sect. 4). In Sect. 4 we also particular-
ize the computation of Σ

i,4
� when specifically using the thin disc

component as described in Czekaj et al. (2014).

3.4. The weight

The strategy developed in previous sections allows us to give the
analytical expression to compute the weights. These weights are
able to transform the distribution of stars in the Mother Simu-
lation, linked to a given set of Galactic fundamental functions,

into the distribution of the stars linked to other Galactic funda-
mental functions adopted for a BGM FASt simulation. From (17)
and (30) we obtain an expression for the weights applicable to
Galaxy models that sample the stars from a distribution function
of the form of Eq. (28), considering the assumptions discussed
in Sect. 3:

wi(τ,M,Z, x̄, α) ≈

∫
∆¶ir

Σ
i,FAS t
� ·ψi,FAS t

�

HFASt
i (τ) · RFASt

i (τ, x̄)

∫
∆¶ir

Σ
i,MS t
� ·ψi,MS t

�

HMSt
i (τ) · R

MSt
i (τ, x̄)

·
ξFASt

i (M) · M · PFASt
i (Z|τ, x̄) · PFASt

i (α|τ,Z, x̄) · d¶r
ξMSt

i (M) · M · PMSt
i (Z|τ, x̄) · PMSt

i (α|τ,Z, x̄) · d¶r
· (35)

In the BGM context, including multiple stellar systems and
taking into account the scenario described in Sect. 3.3, the
weight that we apply in practice to generate a BGM FASt simu-
lation is the following

wi(τ,M,Z, x̄, α) ≈

∫
∆¶ir

Σ
i,4,FAS t
� ·ψi,FAS t

�

HFASt
i (τ) · RFASt

i (τ, x̄)

∫
∆¶ir

Σ
i,4,MS t
� ·ψi,MS t

�

HMSt
i (τ) · RMSt

i (τ, x̄)

·
ξFASt

i (M) · M · PFASt
i (Z|τ, x̄) · PFASt

i (α|τ,Z, x̄) · d¶r
ξMSt

i (M) · M · PMSt
i (Z|τ, x̄) · PMSt

i (α|τ,Z, x̄) · d¶r
, (36)

where we have substituted Σi
� with Σ

i,4
� from Eq. (35).

In our approach, the stellar evolutionary tracks are the same
for both the Mother Simulation and the BGM FASt simulation.
For simplicity, the probabilities Pi(Z|τ, x̄) and Pi(α|τ,Z, x̄) are
imposed and we are not going to explore them; they are equal
for both the Mother Simulation and the BGM FASt simulation
and we can marginalize the numerator and denominator over Z
and α to obtain the final expression for the weights:

wi(τ,M, x̄) ≈

∫
∆τ,∆M,∆x̄

Σ
i,4,FAS t
� ·ψi,FAS t

�

HFASt
i (τ) · RFASt

i (τ, x̄)

∫
∆τ,∆M,∆x̄

Σ
i,4,MS t
� ·ψi,MS t

�

HMSt
i (τ) · RMSt

i (τ, x̄)

·
ξFASt

i (M) · M · dτ dM dx̄

ξMSt
i (M) · M · dτ dM dx̄

. (37)

In practice, the weight in Eq. (37) is applied to each single
star and each stellar system. This means that both the primary
and the secondary components of the stellar system are weighted
with the same value, according to the parameters of the primary
component. We choose this way to apply the weights because
in BGM Std the mass and age of the secondary star are drawn
according to the mass and the age of the primary star. This choice
ensures that the mass and age distributions of the primal stars
in a BGM FASt simulation follow the pertinent IMF and SFH,
and that the mass distribution of the secondary stars follows the
empirical distributions described in Arenou (2011).

The choice of the intervals for the integrals must be discussed
for each particular case. Generally they must be small enough
to preserve Eqs. (8) and (9). For tests and cases presented in
the present paper, the choice of the mass interval is set to be
very small (0.025 M�). For a given star of age τ we set the limits
of the integral to be the age limits of the age sub-populations
to which the star belongs. Finally, as the BGM Std generation
strategy assigns the density of its centre to the whole volume
element, in BGM FASt we do not need to perform a volume
element integral.
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4. Local dynamical statistical equilibrium (LDSE)

By local dynamical statistical equilibrium we understand that, at
the position of the Sun, the mass density distribution and the
potential satisfy both the Poisson equation and the first-order
moment of the collisionless Boltzmann equation for the vertical
direction (Bienaymé et al. 1987). In this approach we consider
axi-symmetry to solve both equations. To solve the first-order
moment of the collisionless Boltzmann equation in the verti-
cal direction, we also assume steady state, isothermal state, and
decoupled radial and vertical motions. One possible methodol-
ogy to ensure the LDSE is described in Czekaj et al. (2014) and
summarised in Sect. 4.1. As it requires a computational time that
is not affordable for the methodology presented in this paper, we
develop here analytical (Sect. 4.2) and approximate (Sect. 4.4)
methods that ensure LSDE, significantly reducing the computa-
tional cost.

4.1. Full LDSE

The iterative strategy described in Czekaj et al. (2014) performs,
for a given set of Galactic fundamental functions, a local nor-
malization and a sphere simulation around the Sun to compute
at the position of the Sun: the surface mass density of the gener-
ated stars, Σ�, the volume mass density of the stars generated τ
years ago, that is ρg(τ, x̄�), and the volume mass density for stars
generated τ years ago which are not stellar remnants at present,
that is ρ(τ, x̄�)3. We define the stars which are not remnant at
present as those with τ ≤ Tlim(M,Z, α), where Tlim(M,Z, α) is
the maximum age that a star of a given mass, metallicity, and
[α/Fe] reaches without becoming a remnant object. The stellar
mass density at the position of the Sun is fitted with the stars
that are not remnants at present and the white dwarfs’ density is
added separately. The mass lost by the stars during their evolu-
tion and the interaction between components of a stellar multi-
ple system are neglected. The total mass in stars, plus that of the
interstellar medium, the dark matter, and the central mass, allows
us to compute the radial force. At this stage, the dark matter den-
sity distribution and the central mass is adjusted such that the
model rotation curve fits the observations, the fit is done using
the least-squares method in velocity. Finally, the Poisson and the
first-order moment of the collisionless Boltzmann equation in
the vertical direction are iteratively solved. The whole strategy
is iterated from the beginning until convergence is reached.

4.2. Analytical LDSE

In this analytical approach to ensure LDSE, we follow the pro-
cess described in Sect. 4.1, but instead of using a simulation of
a sphere around the Sun, we analytically derive the surface mass
density of the generated stars (Σ�), the volume mass density of
the stars generated τ years ago (ρg(τ, x̄�)), and the volume mass
density for stars generated τ years ago which are not remnant at
present (ρ(τ, x̄�)). As this approach concerns only the thin-disc
component, from now on we avoid the use of the index i.

Using Eq. (31) we can express Σ� as the sum of the sur-
face density for primal stars (Σ4�) and the surface density for
secondary stars (Σ$

�). In an equivalent way, the ρg(τ, x̄�) for the
generated stars can be expressed as

ρg(τ, x̄�) = ρ4g (τ, x̄�) + ρ$
g(τ, x̄�), (38)

3 We note that the equivalent nomenclature for ρg(τ, x̄�) and ρ(τ, x̄�) in
Czekaj et al. (2014) is ρall

� (i) and ρobs
� (i).

and the stellar volume mass density of the stars with τ ≤
Tlim(M,Z, α) can be expressed as

ρ(τ, x̄�) = ρ4(τ, x̄�) + ρ$(τ, x̄�). (39)

Now we want to derive the stellar volume mass density of the
primal stars at the position of the Sun ρ4g (τ,Z, x̄�, α). Therefore,
from equation (32) we obtain

ρ4g (τ,Z, x̄�, α) ≈
∫

∀M ∈ ¶r

Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

· ξ(M) · M

· P(Z|τ, x̄�) · P(α|τ,Z, x̄�) dM. (40)

At this stage we assume that at the position of the Sun all the
stars have solar metallicity Z = Z� and for the moment BGM
assumes that the α-elements-to-iron abundance for the thin disc
is α = α�. The probabilities for Z and α then become

P(Z|τ, x̄�)
{

1, if Z = Z�
0, otherwise

, (41)

and

P(α|τ,Z, x̄�)
{

1, if α = α�
0, otherwise

. (42)

Combining Eqs. (40)–(42) we can approximate ρ4g (τ, x̄�) by

ρ4g (τ, x̄�) ≈
∫

∀M ∈ ¶r

Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

· ξ(M) · M dM. (43)

As mentioned above, the fit with the observational value of
the volume stellar mass density at the position of the Sun is done
with the stars with τ ≤ Tlim(M,Z, α). Therefore, as a next step,
we need to derive an analytical expression for the density of non-
remnant primal stars at the position of the Sun. This is given by

ρ4(τ,Z, x̄�, α) ≈
∫

∀M ∈ ¶r

O(τ,M,Z, α) ·
Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

· ξ(M) · M

· P(Z|τ, x̄�) · P(α|τ,Z, x̄�)dM, (44)

where the function O(τ,M,Z, α) discussed in Sect. 4.3 is defined
as

O(τ,M,Z, α) =

{
0, τ > Tlim(M,Z, α)
1, τ ≤ Tlim(M,Z, α)

. (45)

As before, we assume all the stars at the position of the Sun
have Z = Z� and α = α� (Eqs. (41) and (42)), thus

ρ4(τ, x̄�) ≈
∫

∀M ∈ ¶r

O(τ,M,Z�, α�)·
Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

·ξ(M)·M ·dM. (46)

Up to now we have derived analytical expressions for the
volume densities of the primal stars ((43) and (46)). To complete
Eqs. (38) and (39) we need to derive the analytical expressions
for the mass density of secondary components. Considering
Eq. (33) we can write ρ$

g(τ,Z, x̄�, α):

ρ$
g(τ,Z, x̄�, α) ≈

∫
∀M∈ ¶ir

mmax∫
mmin

Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

· ξ(M) · P(Z|τ, x̄�)

· P(α|τ,Z, x̄�) · P(bin|τ,M,Z, α)
· P(m|τ,M,Z, α) · m dm dM. (47)
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Next, to continue reducing computational time, we assume that
the mass of the secondary is only dependent on the mass of the
primary component P(m|τ,M,Z, α) ≈ P(m|M) and we consider
this probability is uniform and given by

p(m|M) ≈
 1

M−Mmin
, if Mmin < m ≤ M

0, otherwise
, (48)

where Mmin is the minimum mass needed to generate a star. This
expression states that the mass of the secondary star is always
equal or less massive than the corresponding primary compo-
nent.

We introduce a second approximation assuming that for a
given generated primal star the probability of being the primary
component of a multiple system is given by

P(bin|τ,M,Z, α) ≈
{

0, τ > Tlim

P(bin|M), 0 < τ ≤ Tlim
. (49)

This probability, as defined, is not null only for the non-
remnant stars. Therefore, using Eq. (45), it can also be expressed
as p(bin|τ,M,Z, α) = O(τ,M,Z, α)·p(bin|M). In other words, this
approach assumes that the probability of being a primary compo-
nent of a binary system is null for those stars which are remnant
at present. Introducing Eqs. (48) and (49) in (47), we have

ρ$
g(τ,Z, x̄�, α) ≈

∫
∀M∈ ¶ir

mmax∫
mmin

O(τ,M,Z�, α�) ·
Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

· ξ(M)

· P(Z|τ, x̄�) · P(α|τ,Z, x̄�)
· P(bin|M) · P(m|M) · m dm dM. (50)

The above assumptions imply that secondary stars are never rem-
nants, thus ρ$(τ,Z, x̄�, α) = ρ$

g(τ,Z, x̄�, α).
As done for primal stars, we assume that all the stars at the

position of the Sun have solar metallicity Z = Z� and α = α�.
Therefore,

ρ$(τ, x̄�) = ρ$
g(τ, x̄�) ≈

M=Mmax∫
M=Mmin

m=Mmax∫
m=Mmin

O(τ,M,Z�, α�)

·
Σ4� · ψ�(τ)
H(τ)

· ξ(M) · P(bin|M) · P(m|M) · m dm dM.

(51)

As done for primal stars, we leave out H(τ) from (51) to
reach the expression for Σ$

�:

Σ$
� ≈

τ=τend∫
τ=0

M=Mmax∫
M=Mmin

m=Mmax∫
m=Mmin

O(τ,M,Z�, α�) · Σ4� · ψ�(τ) · ξ(M)

· P(bin|M) · P(m|M) · m dm dM dτ. (52)

At this point we have on hand all the analytical expressions
to compute the Σ� that fits the observed stellar mass density at
the position of the Sun (ρ�obs) for the thin disc stars with τ ≤
Tlim(M,Z, α). To do so we use Eqs. (51) and (46) in (39) and
set ρ(τ, x̄�) = ρ�obs, with ρ�obs being the observed stellar mass
volume density at the position of the Sun for stars which are not
remnant at present. We then solve the resulting equation for Σ4�
and compute Σ� from (31) and (52).

For the practical implementation of the analytical approach
developed in this section we adopt Mmin = 0.09 M� and Mmax =

120 M�, the mass range of the evolutionary models we are using
at present (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997; Bertelli et al. 2008, 2009).
For p(bin|M) in Eq. (49) we follow the expression for main
sequence stars in Arenou (2011).

4.3. The non-remnant fraction (Ω)

The O function (45) is directly related with the stellar evolution-
ary tracks considered through the expressions of Tlim(M,Z, α).
We define Tlim(M,Z, α) as the maximum age for which a star of
a given mass, metallicity, and α-elements-to-iron abundance is
still not a stellar remnant. As discussed in the previous section,
for the O function we consider solar metallicity Z = Z� and solar
α = α�. We use, for the moment, the stellar evolutionary tracks
Bertelli et al. (2008) and Chabrier & Baraffe (1997) considered
in Czekaj et al. (2014) which do not consider the α-element
abundance; therefore Tlim(M,Z, α) = Tlim(M,Z). From the men-
tioned stellar evolutionary tracks we derive Tlim(M,Z�) fitting
three truncated logarithmic expressions to the two-dimensional
(2D) grid of mass and age limit for Z = Z�. We end up with the
following expressions
for M/M� ≥ 7.

Tlim(M,Z�) ≈ exp(−1.6 · ln(M) + 20.8) (53)

for 2.2 < M/M� < 7.0,

Tlim(M,Z�) ≈ exp(−2.7 · ln(M) + 23.0) (54)

for 2.0 < M/M� < 2.2,

Tlim(M,Z�) ≈ exp(−2.7 · ln(2.2) + 23.0) (55)

for M/M� ≤ 2.2,

Tlim(M,Z�) ≈ exp(−3.5 · ln(M) + 23.3). (56)

With these latter expressions we have everything we need
for the execution of the analytical LDSE as described in Sect.
4.2. At this point, to take into account that the BGM Std strat-
egy samples the age of the stars uniformly inside each age sub-
population (see Sect. 2.2) we substitute the O function by the Ω
function in the equations of Sect. 4.2. The Ω(τ,M,Z�) function
is defined as

Ω(τ,M,Z�) =


1, Tlim(M,Z�) > T j

end(τ)
Tlim(M,Z�)−T j

ini(τ)

T j
end(τ)−T j

ini(τ)
, T j

ini(τ) ≤ Tlim(M,Z�) ≤ T j
end(τ)

0, Tlim(M,Z�) < T j
ini(τ),

(57)

where T j
ini(τ) and T j

end(τ) are respectively the low and high age
boundaries for each of the seven age sub-populations of the thin
disc ( j = 1 . . . 7). We note that T j

ini(τ) and T j
end(τ) obviously

depend on τ, because the age τ of the star establishes the j-sub-
population to which the star belongs. We emphasise that the Ω
function defined above gives the fraction of stars which are not
remnant at present and is constant with τ inside the limits of
each age sub-population. Furthermore, when defining O and Ω
functions we are neglecting both the entangled evolution of stars
belonging to the multiple stellar systems and the mass lost by
the star during its evolution. If in the future we want to imple-
ment the effect of the mass lost by the stars during its evolution,
we can do this by introducing a new function, L(τ,M,Z, α), into
the equations, accounting for the fraction of mass that a given
star has lost during its evolution up to the present time. If at
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some point we are interested in accounting for the entangled
evolution of a stellar multiple system then we need to imple-
ment the desired evolutionary model of stellar systems directly in
the BGM Std strategy, generate a Mother Simulation, and finally
modify Tlim accordingly.

4.4. Approximate LDSE

In Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 we explained how, in the full process
to ensure the LDSE (Sect. 4.1), we can substitute the entire
simulation of a sphere around the Sun by crafted analytical
expressions which are computationally undemanding. Here we
complete the construction of an approximate LDSE strategy by
complementing Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 with a final assumption to
make the process even faster. As described in Sect. 4.1 in the
full LDSE process, the central mass and the dark matter density
distribution is adjusted such that the model rotation curve fits
the observations. We can avoid the computational cost of this
adjustment by assuming that the central mass density and the
dark matter density distribution are invariant under variations of
the Galactic fundamental functions4.

We now test the performance of the approximate LDSE to
evaluate the assumptions that we made and to constrain its range
of validity. In the following section we present a set of tests com-
paring the results obtained when applying the full LDSE process
against the results of our approximate LDSE.

4.5. Validation of the approximate LDSE

We develop three tests to evaluate the goodness of our approx-
imate method (Sects. 4.2–4.4). These tests quantify the differ-
ences, when using the approximate instead of full method, in
some of the key parameters resulting from the LDSE process. All
the tests are performed using the seven model variants described
in Mor et al. (2017) that were built with different assumptions of
the IMF, the SFH, and the density laws. In Table 1 we present
their main parameters. These model variants cover the range of
parameters that we want to explore in this paper well, and there-
fore they are a good set to perform the tests. The parameters for
the thin disc density laws which are not listed in Table 1 are
adopted to be the same as used in Mor et al. (2017), being the
functional forms of the density laws listed in Robin et al. (2003).
The rest of the model ingredients which are not specifically
indicated in Table 1, for example the atmosphere models, the
stellar evolutionary tracks, the age-metallicity relation, and the
age-velocity dispersion, are adopted to be the same as in
“Model B” listed in Table 5 of Czekaj et al. (2014).

In the first test we show that our approximate method obtains
a rotation curve compatible with the one resulting from the
full method. For all model variants, we obtain differences of
less than 2% in the rotational velocity between a galactocen-
tric radius from 3 kpc to 14 kpc. Moreover these differences are
much smaller than discrepancies between the observational val-
ues (e.g. Caldwell & Ostriker 1981 and Sofue 2015). In Fig. 1
we present the results for the two model variants where we found
the highest discrepancies between the rotation curve obtained
from both methods. The discrepancies along the curve from
3 kpc to 14 kpc are always smaller than 5 km s−1. Thus we con-
sider that the approximated LDSE is valid within these galacto-
centric radii.

4 In practice we impose that the central mass density and the dark mat-
ter density distribution take the values of the Default Model Variant in
Mor et al. (2017).

Table 1. Parameters for the SFH, the IMF and the density laws of the
seven model variants adopted from Mor et al. (2017).

ID SFH IMF Dens. law
γ (Gyr−1) α1 α2 α3 x1 x2 ρ� (M� pc−3) hR (pc)

DAV 0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 0.5 1.53 0.033 2170
DM 0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 0.5 1.53 0.033 2530
DBV 0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 0.5 1.53 0.039 2530
DCV 0.00 1.3 1.8 3.2 0.5 1.53 0.033 2530
HRV 0.12 1.6 1.6 3.0 0.5 1.00 0.033 2530
HRVB 0.12 1.6 1.6 3.0 0.5 1.00 0.039 2530
SV 0.12 2.35 2.35 2.35 0.5 1.53 0.033 2530

Notes. We show: (1) the three slopes of the initial mass function (α1,α2

and α3) and the two mass limits (x1 and x2) between the three truncated
power laws of a Kroupa-like type; (2) the stellar volume mass density
at the position of the Sun ( ρ�); and (3) the radial scale length of the old
thin disc (hR).

The second test compares for each model variant the eccen-
tricities of the Einasto density profiles which are fitted inside the
process that ensures the LDSE. The Einasto eccentricities are
computed for each one of the seven age sub-populations of the
thin disc. In all cases we find differences smaller than 0.7%.

Our third test compares the local volume stellar mass density
of all the thin-disc age sub-populations. For each model variant
we check our capability to recover the density values of Table 1
of Mor et al. (2017). The discrepancies are within the error bars
and are always smaller than 5%.

We want to point out that these tests are the first empirical
demonstration that our strategy for the BGM FASt simulation is
well founded. Whereas it is true that they validate the equations
behind the weight function, they do not evaluate the capabilities
of the weight function itself to generate a BGM FASt simula-
tion. To do so we need to directly test distributions of observ-
able parameters obtained with BGM FASt simulations. Tests on
age and mass distribution are also needed to deeper validate the
BGM FASt strategy. These tests are presented in Sect. 6 and
Appendix A.1.

5. ABC to infer Galactic fundamental functions

5.1. The ABC method

For very complex models such as the BGM, to obtain the
exact likelihood function is mathematically impossible or com-
putationally prohibitive. In these cases the ABC algorithms
allow us to compute an approximate posterior PDF of the
explored parameters. In this paper we use a sequential Monte
Carlo approximate Bayesian computation algorithm (SMC-
ABC) because of its balance between high acceptance rate and
independence of the outcomes. The algorithm that we use is fur-
ther described in Jennings & Madigan (2017), and is available
as a python package named astroABC. The SMC-ABC method
is an improvement of basic ABC acceptance-rejection sampling
(ARS-ABC) to optimise the acceptance rate. The basic ARS-
ABC contains the theoretical bases of the SMC-ABC algorithm.
This latter first generates a proposed set of parameters θ̄ from
the prior PDF. Subsequently, the algorithm generates the simu-
lated data using the proposed set of parameters in a given model,
and finally the set of parameters is accepted as part of the pos-
terior PDF if the simulated data (Dsimu) are equal to the real
data (D); otherwise θ̄ is rejected and we start the process again.
This algorithm is very restrictive because it is almost impossi-
ble to find a model with a given set of parameters that perfectly
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Fig. 1. Two examples of the comparison between the rotation curve
obtained with both the full process to ensure LDSE and the rotation
curve obtained with the approximate LDSE. Top panel: results for
the DAV variant from Mor et al. (2017). Bottom panel: results for the
HRBV variant from Mor et al. (2017). The green triangles show the
data points derived from the Caldwell & Ostriker (1981) rotation curve
assuming R0 = 8000 pc and V0 = 230 km s−1 for the Sun. The magenta
triangles show the data points of the rotation curve from Sofue (2015).
For Sofue data, error bars are provided by the author, while we have
estimated the errors of the data from Caldwell & Ostriker (1981) fol-
lowing the expressions and tables in their paper.

reproduces the data. Usually one uses the ARS-ABC, relaxing
the condition Dsimu = D and approximating the method as
follows
(1) Generate θ̄ from the prior PDF.
(2) Simulate dataDsim from the modelM with parameters θ̄.
(3) Calculate the distance δ(D,Dsim) betweenD andDsim.
(4) Accept θ̄ if δ is smaller than a given threshold (υ) δ ≤ υ;

return to 1.
This approximate algorithm needs to adopt an adequate distance
metric δ and a threshold υ. When υ → 0, the algorithm is sam-
pling exactly from the posterior PDF. Very small values of υ
diminish the acceptance rate of the algorithm, and therefore the
choice of υ must be a compromise between computational cost
and accuracy of the posterior PDF. We want to emphasise that
ARS-ABC samplers generate independent outcomes; each itera-
tion is independent from the previous.

Other ABC methods, like the so-called free likelihood
MCMC samplers (MCMC-ABC), are also built to optimise the
acceptance rate. The MCMC-ABC increases the acceptance rate
by modifying MCMC sampling algorithms (such as Metropolis-
Hastings) to be able to work without the need of the likelihood
(Marjoram et al. 2003), but the price paid in this case is that the
outcomes are dependent (Marjoram et al. 2003). In a different
way, the SMC-ABC improves the acceptance rate with a double

entangled optimisation. For each iteration, the algorithm uses
kernels to assign a higher sampling probability to the sets of
parameters with better results. The resulting new sampling prob-
ability is used in the next iteration. In other words, regions of the
parameter space with better results are visited more frequently.
The application of kernels in the limits of the prior PDF can
sometimes produce a posterior PDF slightly wider than the limits
stated by the prior PDF. The use of the kernels is complemented
with an adaptive threshold υ, where the upper and lower limits
have to be set. This allows to go from a more relaxed threshold
in the first iterations down to a small threshold for the last ones,
optimising the sampling of the posterior PDF in terms of com-
putational time. We emphasise that for a given expression for the
distance metric and a given υ, the outcomes are still independent
in the SMC-ABC.

Now we need to choose the data in accordance with the
parameters that we want to infer. Observations can only pro-
vide a small subset of all the potential data defining the Milky
Way system. This limitation forces us to search for summary
statistics, which are of a lower dimension and are incomplete.
If the chosen summary statistics, S, are statistically sufficient
for D then the posterior PDF under the summary data P(θ|S)
is equivalent to the posterior PDF under the full data P(θ|D).
In practice it is very difficult, or impossible, to formally iden-
tify rigorous summary statistics sufficient forD. As suggested in
Marjoram et al. (2003) we use a more heuristic approach for our
specific problem. In the following section we propose summary
statistics S that capture information on the θ̄ essential parame-
ters of the Milky Way. Once sufficient statistics are established,
D is replaced by S in the algorithm as done in Marjoram et al.
(2003). The theoretical basis for these algorithms can be found
in Marin et al. (2011), Beaumont et al. (2009) and Sisson & Fan
(2010), for example.

5.2. Bayesian inference in the solar neighbourhood

For the appropriate use of the ABC algorithm described above,
we need to define, for each of the specific scientific goals that
we want to achieve, our sufficient statistics S, a distance met-
ric δ, and a threshold υ. For both the evaluation of the BGM
FASt performance (Sect. 6) and the science demonstration cases
(Sect. 7), we consider as our sufficient statistics S the star counts
in a binned four-dimensional space of position, apparent mag-
nitude, and observed colour. This means that for the purposes
of this paper we define our sufficient statistics as the number
of stars in each bin of latitude, longitude, visual Tycho mag-
nitude (VT ), and Tycho-2 colour (B − V)T . Specifically, our S
is the colour-magnitude diagram split in three latitude ranges:
(|b| < 10), (10 < |b| < 30), and (30 < |b| < 90). We choose
the bin size of the colour-magnitude diagram to be large enough
to allow for a robust statistical analysis to be performed, but
small enough to avoid loosing information. As mentioned in
the previous section, our choice of S is based on our previous
experience when comparing BGM with observational data. We
know that the observed colour-magnitude diagrams in different
regions of the sky offer very valuable information to constrain
the IMF, the SFH, the local stellar mass density, and the density
laws (e.g. Mor et al. 2017; Robin et al. 2014, 2012). In some of
these papers these colour-magnitude diagrams have already been
used as sufficient statistics combined with ABC algorithms (e.g.
Robin et al. 2014). Furthermore, in Czekaj et al. (2014) it was
demonstrated that the division of the sky into the three above-
mentioned latitude ranges is very useful to analyse the Galactic
fundamental functions by fitting BGM to Tycho-2 data. In our
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star counts analysis we always work inside the completeness
limits of the observational catalogues and therefore our sufficient
statistics when using Tycho-2 data are limited at VT = 11 where
Tycho-2 is complete up to 99%.

Once our sufficient statistics are defined, we need to choose
the distance metric to quantify differences between the observed
and simulated data, δ (Sobs,Ssimu). We use this to compare the
simulated Ssimu and the observed Sobs data. For this paper
we use the following expression, which we call Poissonian
distance:

δP (Sobs,Ssimu) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

i=1

qi · (1 − Ri + ln(Ri))

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (58)

where Ri is defined as the quotient Ri = fi/qi and qi and fi are
the number of stars in the data and the model, respectively. Addi-
tionally, we penalise the cases where there are no stars observed
in the bin but the model predicts stars to be present by replac-
ing qi and fi in the formula with qi + 1 and fi + 1, respectively.
The defined distance metric becomes zero when the simulation
and the observations have the same number of stars in each bin.
The smaller the value of the distance metric, the closer Ssimu
is to Sobs. From Kendall & Stuart (1973) and Bienaymé et al.
(1987) we know this formula is a good choice for the compari-
son between observed and simulated colour-magnitude diagrams
in terms of star counts. Furthermore, in Mor et al. (2017) we
already introduced the idea that expression (58) can be under-
stood as a distance metric.

Finally, we choose an upper limit and a lower limit for the
threshold υ by experimenting with different values to have a
good balance between computational cost and accuracy of the
posterior PDF.

6. Evaluating BGM FASt at the solar neighbourhood

In this section we evaluate the behaviour of BGM FASt in the
solar neighbourhood and we demonstrate that the performance
of the BGM FASt strategy is independent of the Mother Sim-
ulation. In Sect. 6.1 we use both BGM FASt and BGM Std to
simulate the solar neighbourhood. We then analyse the resulting
samples limited in apparent magnitude by comparing colour dis-
tributions and CMDs. Additionally, we extend the comparison
to mass and age distributions for a deeper analysis of the BGM
FASt performance. We do these comparisons in the complete-
ness regime of Tycho-2 catalogue, and therefore we use samples
limited in Tycho visual apparent magnitude (VT ) up to 11, where
Tycho-2 is complete at 99%.

In Sect. 6.2 we present a test for the BGM FASt framework
together with the ABC algorithm, consisting in exploring the
parameter space of the SFH, demonstrating that we are able to
correctly recover an imposed SFH in the solar neighbourhood.

6.1. BGM FASt versus BGM Std

To evaluate the performance of the BGM FASt we compare sim-
ulations generated with the same sets of fundamental functions
obtained from both the BGM FASt and BGM Std strategy. We
have selected five model variants from Mor et al. (2017): DAV,
DBV, DCV, HRV and SV. All of them constitute a good frame-
work to analyse the BGM FASt behaviour in the solar neighbour-
hood as they adequately cover the parameter space that we want
to explore with BGM FASt in Sect. 7. For each model variant we
perform the tests using both the Drimmel & Spergel (2001) and

Marshall et al. (2006) extinction maps5. The main set of compar-
isons aims to evaluate the behaviour of BGM FASt when using
as Mother Simulation the best fit variant from Mor et al. (2017)
(the DAV variant) obtained using Galactic Cepheids and Tycho-2
data. The DAV variant is our choice for the Mother Simula-
tion when exploring a six-dimensional (6D) parameter space in
Sect. 7.2. In the tests we evaluate the effects of changing one or
more parameters of the fundamental functions when generating
BGM FASt simulations according to the model variants DBV,
DCV, HRV and SV.

Additionally we repeat the comparisons but use the DCV
variant (constant SFH) as the Mother Simulation. These addi-
tional tests help us to evaluate the BGM FASt performance
in several aspects. First, they allow us to demonstrate whether
or not the performance of the BGM FASt strategy is indepen-
dent of the Mother Simulation. Second, we are able to anal-
yse possible dependencies on the total number of stars of the
Mother Simulation. Third, they allow us to study simultaneous
changes of the IMF and the SFH. Finally, they provide us with
more data, which can be used to better interpret the obtained
results.

In Table 2 we summarise the parameters of the IMF, the
SFH, and the density laws for the variants involved in the tests.
The functional form for the SFH is assumed to be an exponen-
tial law, the IMF is assumed to be a three-times-truncated power
law and the density profiles are assumed to be of Einasto shape.
In the first column we show the parameters that we use for the
Mother Simulation: the DAV and DCV. In the second column we
show the parameters for the BGM FASt simulations. The same
parameters are also used to perform BGM Std simulations. We
mark in bold text the parameters that have been modified from
the Mother Simulation to generate the BGM FASt simulation.
In the third column (FASt vs. Std) we present a summary of
the global results comparing BGM FASt with BGM Std simu-
lations, δp is for the Poissonian distance from Eq. (58) and %
refers to the discrepancies of the total number of stars between
BGM FASt and BGM Std simulations, that is ((# Stars in BGM
FASt – # Stars in BGM Std)/# Stars in BGM Std) ∗100. We note
that for all cases except the SV variant the discrepancies in the
total number of stars is smaller than 4%. When looking to the
Poissonian distance metric we note that all the values are below
2000, except, again, for the SV variant. The Poissonian distance
between BGM FASt and BGM Std simulations is one order of
magnitude smaller than the difference between the best fit variant
from Mor et al. (2017) and Tycho-2 data.

When comparing colour, age, and mass distributions
between BGM FASt and BGM Std, for the cases of Table 2,
we note that in general the differences in relative counts per bin
are smaller than 5% (see Figs. A.1–A.3, for details). In some
cases, such as when using the IMF (SV variant) from Salpeter
(1955) or when changing the mass limits of the IMF (HRV vari-
ant), the difference in the youngest population of the thin disc
and for the high mass range can reach about 10%. These differ-
ences are also reflected in the colour distributions. We demon-
strate in Appendix B that these discrepancies (>10%) come from
the sampling noise involved in the BGM Std generation strategy.
Occasionally, mostly for flat values of the IMF at high masses,
the mass distribution of the youngest massive stars is influ-
enced by the distribution of sampling noise in very low-mass

5 The Marshall et al. (2006) extinction map covers the longitude
ranges −100 < l < 100 and the latitude ranges |b| < 10. Therefore,
when simulating with the Marshall map we use the Drimmel map for
the rest of the sky.
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Table 2. Summary of the results of the BGM FASt vs. BGM Std tests and the parameters for the SFH, the IMF, and the density laws of the model
variants.

Parameters of the Mother Simulation Parameters of BGM FASt and BGM Std. simulations FASt vs. Std Ext.
SFH IMF Dens. law ID SFH IMF Dens. law δp %
γ α1 α2 α3 x2 ρ� hR γ α1 α2 α3 x2 ρ� hR

0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 1.53 0.033 2170 DBV∗ 0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 1.53 0.039 2530 1178 +2.38 D
685 +0.57 M

DCV∗ 0.00 1.3 1.8 3.2 1.53 0.033 2530 1623 +3.7 D
932 +2.00 M

(DAV) HRV 0.12 1.6 1.6 3.0 1.00 0.033 2530 1722 +1.49 D
1450 –0.55 M

SV 0.12 2.35 2.35 2.35 1.53 0.033 2530 2284 –5.22 D
2642 –7.01 M

0.00 1.3 1.8 3.2 1.53 0.033 2530 DAV∗ 0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 1.53 0.033 2170 1893 –1.13 D
1683 +0.77 M

DBV∗ 0.12 1.3 1.8 3.2 1.53 0.039 2530 1698 +1.43 D
1866 +1.60 M

(DCV) HRV 0.12 1.6 1.6 3.0 1.00 0.033 2530 1748 +0.47 D
1939 +0.48 M

SV 0.12 2.35 2.35 2.35 1.53 0.033 2530 2993 –6.26 D
3144 –8.87 M

Notes. x1 = 0.5 for all the model variants. The units for this table are the same as in Table 1. The variants marked with an asterisk are those which
are less affected by the sampling noise discussed in Appendix B. The final column indicates the assumed 3D extinction map in each case; it can
be Drimmel & Spergel (2001) (D) or Marshall et al. (2006) (M).

reservoirs6. The sampling noise in very-low-mass reservoirs pro-
duces, on average, more stars than predicted by the imposed dis-
tribution function for the mass range between 1.53 M� and 4 M�.
From Appendix B, we deduce that we must use a Mother Sim-
ulation such that the combination of the imposed fundamental
function minimises the effects of the noise in the very small mass
reservoir; this is the case of the DAV variant, for example.

After the analysis presented in this section and also in
Sect. 4.5 we conclude that BGM FASt is performing correctly
in the solar neighbourhood.

6.2. Recovering an imposed SFH

To show that BGM FASt together with the ABC algorithm is
capable of inferring a given parameter, we perform several tests
trying to recover an imposed SFH of the thin disc. We assume
the SFH to be a decreasing exponential function:

ψ = Kψ · eγτ, (59)

where Kψ is the normalization constant, γ is the inverse of the
characteristic timescale (e.g. Snaith et al. 20157) and τ is the
time. The coordinate origin of the τ space is at present (τ = 0)
and the values are positive in the direction backwards in time,
to the past, until the age of the thin disc (in this case we impose
τ = 10 Gyr). We use one BGM Std simulation, with an imposed
value of γ, playing the role of the observations, and we use one
BGM Std simulation, with an imposed γ, as a Mother Simulation
to generate BGM FASt simulations while mapping the parameter
space.

6 As described in Czekaj et al. (2014) Eq. (1) in each age bin, the mass
available to be spent on star production in a given volume element, is
the mass reservoir.
7 We want to emphasise that we use different nomenclature from
Snaith et al. (2015).

We use Eq. (58) as a distance metric and the sufficient statis-
tics S described in Sect. 5.2. The threshold υ is set to be small
enough to obtain statistically significant results. The simulations
are covering the full sky with a limiting apparent magnitude
of VT = 11 to mimic the completeness selection function of
Tycho-2. Moreover we added the Tycho-2 photometric errors to
the simulated observables (Czekaj et al. 2014; Mor et al. 2017).
The first test consists in using a BGM Std simulation with
γ = 0.12 Gyr−1 as the observational data and as the Mother Sim-
ulation. For the second test, we use a BGM Std simulation with
γ = 0.12 Gyr−1 as observational data and another BGM Std sim-
ulation with γ = 0.00 Gyr−1 as the Mother Simulation. Our third
test consists in using a BGM Std simulation with γ = 0.00 Gyr−1

as observational data and another BGM Std simulation with
γ = 0.12 Gyr−1 as the Mother Simulation, that is, the inverse
of the second test. We find that in the three tests presented here
our strategy succeeded in recovering the imposed γ value with a
narrow posterior PDF. The posterior probability distribution for
the γ parameter resulting from the last test is plotted in Fig. 2.
In green we show the prior PDF while in red we plot the pos-
terior PDF. It is interesting to see how from a given prior PDF
we end up with a posterior PDF of a very different shape. This is
expected as according to the Bayesian statistics theory, the bet-
ter the information coming from the data, the smaller the depen-
dency of the posterior PDF on the prior PDF.

7. BGM FASt science demonstration cases

To show the capabilities and the strength of BGM FASt sim-
ulations, we present two science demonstration cases using
Tycho-2 data. We want to prove that our BGM FASt strategy
together with the ABC algorithm obtain consistent results by
analysing data from the solar neighbourhood. The solar vicinity
is a good region to start with, allowing comparisons with previ-
ous results. In both cases we use Tycho-2 data with VT < 11. We
transform the photometry from Johnson to Tycho as done in
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Fig. 2. Probability distribution function for the inverse of the character-
istic time scale (γ parameter) of the thin disc SFH, assuming a decreas-
ing exponential shape. The right vertical blue dotted line indicates the
γ value of the Mother Simulation used in the test. The left black dot-
ted vertical line (γ = 0) indicates the value to be recovered by the test.
In green we show the prior PDF assumed for the test (uniform distribu-
tion between −0.05 and 0.20). In red we show the resulting approximate
posterior PDF P(γ|data).

Mor et al. (2017). Following Czekaj et al. (2014) we adopt a spa-
cial resolution of 0.8 arcsec, according to the Tycho-2 catalogue,
to decide if the binary stellar systems are resolved or unresolved.
In addition, we add photometric errors to the simulations to
mimic Tycho-2 data. In both cases, for the ABC, we use the suf-
ficient statistics defined in Sect. 5.2 and the distance metric from
Eq. (58). The lower limit of the threshold is chosen in each case
to be large enough to ensure the existence of sets of parameters
(θ̄) able to fulfil the condition δP < υ ( that is: ∃ θ̄ | δP(θ̄) < υ)
and at the same time to be small enough to achieve an accurate
posterior PDF.

7.1. Case A: The SFH in the solar neighbourhood

The goal of case A is twofold. On one hand, we evaluate 12 sets
of parameters under variations of the thin disc SFH to analyse
which one best fits the observational data, obtaining a posterior
PDF for the SFH under the given prior. On the other hand, the
obtained results allow us to decide which Mother Simulation and
parameter space are the best to design case B (see Sect. 7.2).

For case A we work in a 2D space. The first dimension is
the inverse of the characteristic time scale (γ) for a SFH mod-
elled with an exponential law (see Eq. (59)). The second dimen-
sion is the projection of all the other parameters involved in the
thin disc simulation, which we call the Variant dimension. For
the γ parameter of the SFH we choose a uniform prior within
γ = 0 (constant SFH) and γ = 1/3. We set these limits to be
the minimum and maximum value of the inverse of the charac-
teristic timescale compatible with the data in Snaith et al. (2015,
their Fig. 5), when fitting a SFH with an exponential shape. To
build the prior for the variant dimension we select six model vari-
ants (DAV, DM, DBV, HRV, HRVB and SV) whose details are
shown in Table 1 and Sect. 4.5. These model variants, using two
different extinction maps, one from Drimmel & Spergel (2001)

Fig. 3. P(γ|data) (in green) Approximate posterior PDF for the γ param-
eter resulting from case A, given the adopted prior (see text). The ver-
tical red dotted line indicates the mode of the distribution γ = 0.13
with an uncertainty in the range indicated by the two black verti-
cal lines corresponding to the quantiles 0.16 and 0.84, respectively
(γ = 0.13+0.04

−0.03 Gyr−1). We obtain these results when using as observa-
tional data the stars in Tycho-2 catalogue with visual apparent magni-
tude VT < 11. In blue we show the adopted prior PDF.

and the other from Marshall et al. (2006), constitute 12 sets of
parameters belonging to our second dimensional space. We then
assign a prior probability of 1

12 to each set. This is a very restric-
tive prior and limits our exploration to 12 slices of the full param-
eter space.

In Fig. 3 we present the projection to the γ space of the
approximate posterior PDF. The obtained value for the γ param-
eter is γ = 0.13+0.04

−0.03 Gyr−1. In Fig. 4 we present the projection to
the Variant space of the approximate PDF. We show here that the
DAV variant with Drimmel extinction map is the most probable
result. We also show that variants using the Drimmel extinction
map are carrying more than 80% of the probability. Moreover,
the variants using Salpeter IMF has almost null probability.

In Fig. 5 we present, for the accepted sets of parameters in
the ABC algorithm, the Poissonian distance (δP) as a function of
the γ parameter for the 12 model variants in the Variant space.
The variant giving the best fit (smaller δp) is the DAV variant
using the Drimmel extinction. Furthermore, we want to empha-
sise that this variant gives a better fit in a large range of γ values,
that is, from γ ≈ 0.10 to γ ≈ 0.16. As discussed for Fig. 4, the
four variants closest to the data (pink, cyan, green and red) use
the Drimmel extinction map. We show using the horizontal solid
line how three variants (HRVB, DM and DBV) with different
combinations of parameters could result in the same Poissonian
distance (δP) to Tycho-2 data. We note that within 1σ (black dot-
ted vertical lines show the 0.16 and 0.84 quantiles) in Fig. 5,
the DAV variant can have a δP that is compatible with the δP of
HRVB, DM and DBV variants.

By analysing the obtained approximate posterior PDF we
can state that when modelling the SFH as a simple exponen-
tial law (allowing constant SFH when γ = 0) our results
point to a decreasing SFH in the solar neighbourhood with
γ = 0.13+0.04

−0.03 Gyr−1. However, we must keep in mind that in
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Fig. 4. P(Model|data): approximate posterior PDF for the variants (see
Table 2) given the adopted prior (see text). We obtain these results when
using as observational data the stars in Tycho-2 catalogue with visual
apparent magnitude VT < 11. Variants whose names end with “-D”
use the extinction maps from Drimmel & Spergel (2001) while names
ending with “-M” use those from Marshall et al. (2006). With a dotted
blue line we show the adopted prior PDF.

our parameter space the dimension of the SFH is continuously
covered while the second dimension is discrete. Therefore, non-
considered combinations of the full parameter space could lead
to a better fit with Tycho-2 data (see case B).

As mentioned above, the results obtained from case A guide
us for the design of case B. We want to choose a Mother Sim-
ulation for case B as close to the observational data as possible.
This choice minimises the effects of the approximations taken
in BGM FASt and also the effects due to noise explained in
Appendix B. From Fig. 4 it is clear that the Mother Simulation
for case B should be the DAV variant.

Finally, to design the parameter space of case B we must try
to include both the most important parameters as well as the ones
that produce degeneracies in the results. From Figs. 4 and 5 it
is clear that the IMF and the SFH produce important variations
on the results. In Fig. 5 we note that the stellar volume mass
density at the position of the Sun is causing degeneracy among
three models differing by the IMF and the SFH. Therefore, the
parameter space of case B should contemplate the IMF, the SFH,
and the density laws.

7.2. Case B: Simultaneous inference of the SFH, the IMF,
and the density laws

In this second science demonstration case we explore a 6D
parameter space of the IMF, the SFH, and the density laws for the
thin disc component. As in case A, the SFH is assumed to be an
exponential law. Therefore, one of the dimensions is the inverse
of the characteristic timescale γ. The IMF is assumed to be a
Kroupa-like IMF; this is a three truncated power law with three
slopes α1, α2, and α3 and two mass limits x1 and x2. For sim-
plicity in this case we fix x1 = 0.5 M� and x2 = 1.53 M� which
are the values used in the best-fit models from Czekaj et al.
(2014). Finally, for the thin disc density laws we use as main
parameters the scale length (hR) and the thin disc stellar volume
mass density at the position of the Sun (ρ�). As the youngest
sub-population is too young to be considered isothermal, the
dynamical constraints are not applied on the population with age
less than 0.10 Gyr and its hR is fixed to be the one assumed in
Robin et al. (2003), that is hR = 5000 pc. We explore the scale-

Fig. 5. This plot is built from the results of Case A shown in Figs. 6
and 7. Each point in the plot represents a set of parameters accepted
by the ABC algorithm as part of the posterior PDF. For each accepted
set we plot the Poissonian distance (δP) as a function of the inverse
of the characteristic timescale (γ parameter) of an assumed decreasing
exponential SFH. δP is computed using the expression of Eq. (58); the
smaller the value of δP, the better its agreement with the data. Dotted
horizontal line gives the δP value around the best fit (δP ≈ 16 000) and
the solid horizontal line is to emphasise the degeneracy for three dif-
ferent sets of parameters of the model variants (see Table 2). The verti-
cal dashed black lines denote the quantile 0.16 (left) and quantile 0.84
(right) for the distribution of Fig. 3. The vertical red dashed line is for
the mode of the γ distribution in Fig. 3. We obtain these results when
using as observational data the stars in the Tycho-2 catalogue with visual
apparent magnitude VT < 11. Variant/extinction map combinations are
as described in Fig. 4.

length value for the rest of the age sub-populations assuming that
it is independent of the age.

The Mother Simulation that we use in this case B is the
DAV variant (see Table 2). We use the 3D extinction map
from Drimmel & Spergel (2001) and additionally an alterna-
tive 3D extinction map called Stilism. This new map was
constructed using the method of Capitanio et al. (2017) but set-
ting the Marshall et al. (2006) map as a prior at a distance of
1.5 kpc. The full process is explained in Lallement et al. (2018,
their Sect. 5). This map is still at the testing stage. However, we
find it interesting to include this preliminary version in our study
because it is the most updated 3D extinction map built specially
for the BGM.

To sum up, we explore a 6D space that includes γ, α1, α2,
α3, hR and ρ�. For all of these parameters we consider a uniform
prior PDF within the values of Table 3. In the Bayesian strat-
egy for the parameter inference the assumption of the prior is
of marginal importance if the data are good enough to constrain
the explored parameters. Our choice for the low and high limits
aims to cover the range of values reported in the literature for the
explored parameters.

In Figs. 6 and 7 we show the corner plot resulting from the
6D exploration using BGM FASt and the ABC algorithm, using
the Drimmel and Stilism 3D extinction maps, respectively. The
green histograms are the 1D marginal posterior PDFs obtained
directly from the ABC algorithm. The blue solid lines are the
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Table 3. Lower and upper limits of the imposed initial uniform Prior
PDF for each of the explored parameters.

Parameter Lower limit Upper limit

γ 0.00 0.30
α1 0.5 2.0
α2 0.5 3.0
α3 0.5 4.0
hR 2000 2600
ρ� 0.030 0.040

Notes. Units are as in Table 1.

posterior PDFs of the six explored parameters accounting explic-
itly for the differences between BGM FASt and BGM Std simu-
lations. To build these PDFs we first assume that the computed
Poissonian distance between simulations and observations has
a Gaussian error, with σ equal to the mean Poisson distance8

(δP) between BGM FASt and BGM Std simulations (σ = 1445).
Then, for each set of parameters accepted by the SMC-ABC
algorithm, we transform their single distance δp to a Gaussian
distribution centred on the pertinent δp and with σ = 1445.
After this transformation we recompute the 1D distributions and
finally, normalizing accordingly, we get the blue PDFs.

The results point towards a decreasing SFH with γ =
0.09+0.03

−0.02 Gyr−1 (using Drimmel) and γ = 0.14+0.03
−0.02 Gyr−1 (using

Stilism). We obtain almost the same value of the slope of the
IMF at the low mass range of α1 = 0.5+0.6

−0.3 when using the Drim-
mel map and α1 = 0.5+0.6

−0.2 when using the Stilism map. The same
occurs for the IMF slope in the mass range between 0.5 M� and
1.53 M� where we obtain values of α2 = 2.2+0.1

−0.3 and α2 = 2.1+0.1
−0.4

when using Drimmel and Stilism maps, respectively. For masses
greater than 1.53 M�, we find a very steep IMF with a slope value
of α3 = 3.7+0.2

−0.2 for the Drimmel map and a more common slope
for Stilism (α3 = 2.9+0.2

−0.2). The value obtained for the thin disc
stellar mass volume density at the position of the Sun is ρ� =
0.039+0.002

−0.004 M� pc−3 and ρ� = 0.039+0.002
−0.005 M� pc−3 for Drimmel

and Stilism, respectively. The radial scale length for the thin disc
component has large uncertainty, being hR = 2268+372

−318 pc and
hR = 2151+247

−421 pc for Drimmel and Stilism, respectively.
In both corner plots (Figs. 6 and 7) we can see in the 2D

projection of the PDF the correlations (degeneracies) between
the explored parameters. The γ parameter of the SFH is clearly
correlated with the α2 and α3 slopes of the IMF. Steeper values
of the SFH correspond to flatter slopes of the IMF. This effect
is largely discussed in the literature (e.g. Haywood et al. 1997;
Aumer & Binney 2009). Steeper values of the SFH lead to less
young stars and hence less massive stars alive at present. Flat-
ter IMFs are therefore needed to compensate for this effect and
reproduce the observations. On the contrary, flatter values of the
SFH produce more young stars and hence more massive stars
alive at present. Steeper IMFs are therefore needed to compen-
sate this effect and reproduce the observations. We also note the
correlation between the density ρ� and the second slope of the
IMF (α2). A flatter slope corresponds to smaller density and a
steeper slope to higher density. One possible explanation for this
is based on two facts. First, about 60% of our sample belongs
to the mass range of α2. Second, in general for fixed values of
α1 and α3, the smaller the value of α2, the higher the amount of

8 The mean is computed from Table 2 considering only the 8 tests (ID
name with *) whose results are marginally affected by the noise at low
mass reservoir described in Appendix B.

mass dedicated to generate stars in its mass range. As a conse-
quence, flatter slopes need smaller values of ρ� to fit the data.
The last correlation that can be seen in the figure is between α1
and α2 because of the continuity at the IMF mass limit.

Using the most probable values shown in Figs. 6 and 7, we
built two new model variants, the Most Probable (MP) vari-
ant for Drimmel and Stilism extinction maps, respectively. In
Fig. 8, we present the apparent visual magnitude Tycho (VT )
versus Tycho (B − V)T colour divided in three latitude ranges,
|b| < 10, 10 < |b| < 30, and 30 < |b| < 90 and for the
whole sky. The colour-map shows the Poissonian distance (δLr)
between model and Tycho-2 data computed for each bin. This
visualisation allows us to identify differences between model
and data in the CMDs. The fifth column is for the MP model
variant using the Drimmel extinction map versus Tycho-2. In
the fourth column, for comparison, we show the DAV model
variant versus Tycho-2, in order to show the improvement that
the MP variant represents with respect to the best fit model
obtained in Mor et al. (2017). The improvements are significant
in the three latitude ranges, with a clear impact on the bluest
half ((B − V)T < 1.0) of the diagrams while the reddest half
((B − V)T > 1.0) behaves almost equally for the DAV and MP
variants.

Previous works fitting the BGM thin disc component with
observational data result in an excess of blue stars in the simula-
tions at all latitudes (Czekaj et al. 2014; Mor et al. 2017). As can
be seen in Fig. 8, the MP variant is improving the fit on the blue
side, where young stars dominate, in all latitude ranges, even in
the high latitudes where the impact of the assumption of a 3D
extinction map is expected to be small.

In Fig. 9 we present the colour distribution of Tycho-2 data
(green) and the MP variant (red) using the Drimmel extinction
map. Our Bayesian approach allows for the first time to intro-
duce error bars in this comparison that account for the 1σ level.
The agreement of MP with Tycho-2 is very good in the blue peak
while, as already reported in Czekaj et al. (2014) and Mor et al.
(2017), the red peak is shifted by about 0.05 magnitudes to the
right.

Finally, we ran a BGM Std simulation of the MP variants,
using both Drimmel and Stilism extinction maps, and then we
have compared this with our BGM FASt simulation confirming
that the differences between them are within the 5% reported
in Sects. 4 and 6 (see detailed tests in Appendix A.2). To per-
form these two BGM Std simulations we previously ran the
full process to ensure the local dynamical statistical equilibrium
(see Sect. 4). With the obtained results we have the local den-
sities of the Milky Way components for the MP variant and
the eccentricities of the Einasto density profiles (ε) for the age
sub-populations of the thin disc. The results are shown in Table
4, the components tagged with an asterisk are imposed while
the others are derived in our strategy. We obtain a total volume
mass density in the solar neighbourhood of 0.113+0.002

−0.005 M� pc−3

and a local dark matter density of 0.012 ± 0.001 M� pc−3.
For the total stellar volume mass density of the thin disc we
obtain 0.047+0.002

−0.005 M� pc−3 (see the Table 4 for details on the
density of each thin disc age range). Finally, for the total
stellar volume mass density in the solar neighbourhood we
obtain 0.051+0.002

−0.005 M� pc−3.

7.3. The local star-formation scene

In this section we discuss the results obtained in Sect. 7.2. The
whole IMF that we have obtained for the thin disc component,
when using the Stilism 3D extinction map, is, within 1σ level,
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Fig. 6. Corner plot with the projection of the approximate posterior PDF obtained from the exploration of the six parameters of the thin disc
component, including the IMF, the SFH, and the density laws. The vertical solid red lines and the vertical green dashed lines indicate the mode
and the median for each parameter, respectively. For α3, the median and the mode are superimposed. Green 2D contours and 1D distributions are
for the distributions obtained directly from the ABC algorithm. The blue 1D posterior PDFs are built by accounting, in the posterior PDF, for the
differences between BGM Std and BGM full simulations (see text). The vertical black dashed lines indicate the quantiles 0.16 and 0.84 of this
distribution. On top of each 1D histogram the mode of the distribution and the interval of the 0.16 and 0.84 quantiles for the blue distributions are
indicated. In black at the top right of each one of the 2D panels we show the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The magenta cross indicates the
parameters of the adopted Mother Simulation. γ is the inverse of the characteristic timescale when assuming an exponentially decreasing SFH. α1,
α2 and α3 are the slopes of the IMF assumed to be a three-times truncated power law with the mass limits fixed at x1 = 0.5 M� and x2 = 1.53 M�. ρ�
is the thin disc stellar volume mass density at the position of the Sun and hR is the radial scale length of the thin-disc density profile assumed to be
an Einasto shape (see units in Table 1). We obtain these results assuming the Drimmel & Spergel (2001) extinction map and using as observational
data the stars in Tycho-2 catalogue with visual apparent magnitude VT < 11.

compatible for all mass ranges with the Galactic-field IMF given
in Kroupa et al. (2013, their Eq. (59)). For the very-low-mass
range, our results (α1 = 0.5+0.6

−0.3) are compatible with a flat func-
tion and have large uncertainties. We have to take into account
that the number of stars with M/M� < 0.5 in our simula-
tions is smaller than 0.02% of the total sample; this is about
100 stars with very low weight in the comparison of synthetic

versus observed CMDs. The integral over the whole mass range
from 0.09 M� to 0.5 M� is in this case more important than the
slope itself. The value obtained for the second slope of the IMF,
in the mass range from 0.5 M� to 1.53 M�, is α2 = 2.2+0.1

−0.3 and
it is very close to the value reported in Kroupa et al. (2008)
(α2 = 2.2±0.5) and not far from the Salpeter IMF (α = 2.35). We
stress that about 60% of our simulated sample belongs to stars
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 but using the Stilism extinction map.

in this second mass range. For the high-mass range we found
an IMF slope not compatible with Salpeter IMF (α = 2.35) at
∼3σ level. We obtain α3 = 3.7+0.2

−0.2 (with Drimmel 3D extinc-
tion map) and α3 = 2.9+0.2

−0.2 (with Stilism 3D extinction map).
We want to emphasise that our slope of the IMF at high mass
range is only valid up to 4 M� as we estimate that in our sam-
ples just 1% of the stars have masses larger that 4 M�. As largely
discussed in Mor et al. (2017), the IMF considered in BGM is
a composite IMF (or Integrated Galactic IMF; IGIMF). More-
over, the Tycho-2 data are a mixture of stars in the field and clus-
ters. The abundant low-mass clusters do not have massive stars
while the rare massive clusters do. This leads to a steepening

of the composite IMF (αfield > αcluster), which is a sum of all
the IMFs in all the clusters that spawn the Galactic population
(Kroupa & Weidner 2003; Kroupa et al. 2013). Additionally, the
deduced shape of the IMF, when studying field stars, could be
influenced by the dynamical ejection of OB stars from dynam-
ically unstable cores of young clusters (Elmegreen & Scalo
2006). This may lead to IMFs that are steeper than those of
Salpeter (1955) because, as dynamical work suggests, the less
massive members of a core of massive clusters are preferentially
ejected (Clarke & Pringle 1992; Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa
2006). In Kroupa & Weidner (2003), the authors point toward
αfield & 2.8, compatible with our results. Scalo (1986) obtain
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Fig. 8. Colour-magnitude diagram ( apparent visual magnitude Tycho (VT ) vs. Tycho (B − V)T colour) divided into three latitude ranges: first row:
|b| < 10, second row: 10 < |b| < 30 third row: 30 < |b| < 90 and for the whole sky (bottom row). The colour-map of the first, second, and third
columns shows the logarithm of the star counts in each bin. First column: Tycho-2 data, second column: best-fit model variant from Mor et al.
(2017) (DAV) obtained using Galactic classical Cepheid and Tycho-2 data, and third column: MP variant combination of the most probable value
for six parameters explored in Sect. 7.2. The BGM simulations performed for this figure use the Drimmel extinction map. The colour map of
the fourth and fifth rows represents the Poissonian distance computed for each bin. The total distance indicated in each plot is the Poissonian
distance (δP) computed using Eq. 58. The smaller the value of δP, the better the agreement. fourth column: Poissonian distance between DAV
and Tycho-2, and fifth column: Poissonian distance between MP and Tycho-2. Observational data and simulations are samples limited in visual
apparent magnitude considering the stars with VT < 11.

α = 2.7 for stars with M > 1M� and in Kroupa et al. (2013) a
slope of α = 2.7 ± 0.4 is reported for masses M & 1M�, both
within 1σ of our result obtained with Stilism 3D extinction map.
Also compatible with our results is the work of Rybizki & Just
(2015), that, from the population synthesis side, using Galaxia
(Sharma et al. 2011), obtained a slope of α = 3.02 ± 0.06 at
the high mass range. Some studies found steeper values, such
as for example Miller & Scalo (1979) who reported a galactic
field IMF of α ≈ 3.3, and later Massey (1998) who found very
steep values of the IMF of OB stars in the field for the SMC
and LMC, with values around α ≈ 4.5 (while they found values
similar to those of Salpeter (1955) for stars in OB associations).
We note here that the value of the slope depends on the specific
range of masses upon which it is based. Finally, we note that,
as reported in Kroupa & Weidner (2003), the mass function of
the clusters themselves over the mass range of 10 M�–107 M�
can be represented with a power-law with slope β. Analysing
the results presented in Kroupa & Weidner (2003, see their
Fig. 2) our results favour values of the slope of the clusters’ mass
function of β ≥ 2.

The posterior PDF that we obtain for the inverse of the
characteristic timescale of the thin disc SFH assuming a sim-
ple exponential law is not compatible with flat values. When we
adopt the extinction map from Drimmel & Spergel (2001) we
obtain γ = 0.09+0.03

−0.02 Gyr−1. This is compatible with the value
obtained by Aumer & Binney (2009, see their Table 8: γ ≈ 0.09)
when considering the SFH of the thin and thick discs separately.
The value obtained when using the Stilism extinction map is
γ = 0.14+0.03

−0.02 Gyr−1, that is, very close to the results obtained
in our case A (γ = 0.13+0.04

−0.03 Gyr−1), and falls in the high range
of the values discussed in Aumer & Binney (2009). Although
the γ values that we obtain depend on the assumption of the 3D
extinction map, the value that we estimate for the present rate of
star formation in the disc (averaged along the last 100 Myr) is
very similar for both, being 1.2 ± 0.2 M� yr−1. This is possible
because the total surface mass density at the position of the Sun
is found to be higher for the case of γ = 0.14. Our result is com-
patible with the values found by Robitaille & Whitney (2010)
(0.68−1.45 M� yr−1) derived from Spitzer young stellar objects.
Additionally, Licquia & Newman (2015) obtain a value for the
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Fig. 9. Colour distribution of MP variant and Tycho-2 with a limit in
magnitude of VT = 11. Our Bayesian approach allows us to compute
the error bars (dotted blue) from the simulations computed using the
parameters inside the 1σ level of the posterior PDFs shown in Fig. 6.

current Milky Way rate of star formation of 1.65 ± 0.19 which
accounts for both the disc and the bulge. Using chemical data,
Snaith et al. (2015) found a higher value of the present rate of
star formation, that is, approximately 2 M� yr−1.

We focus now on our findings for the density laws. For the
radial scale length (hR) of the thin disc component we obtain
a wide posterior PDF showing large uncertainties. Tycho-2 data
up to a magnitude of VT = 11 cover heliocentric radii up to
1.5−2 kpc. Therefore the constraints that can be obtained on
the radial scale length counting the stars over all the longi-
tude ranges, as we do, are weak. Nonetheless the most prob-
able value obtained when using the Stilism extinction map
(hR = 2151 pc) is very close to the value obtained in Robin et al.
(2012) (hR = 2170 pc). For the total stellar volume mass
density at the position of the Sun (ρ�) we obtain a value of
ρ� = 0.051+0.002

−0.005 M� pc−3 (see Table 4). Excluding white and
brown dwarfs, we obtain a value of 0.044+0.002

−0.005 M� pc−3, com-
patible within 1σ with the results in Bovy (2017) where he
found a value for the giants + main sequence stars in the solar
neighbourhood of 0.040 ± 0.002 M� pc−3, and within 2σ with
McKee et al. (2015) who found a value of 0.036±0.005 M� pc−3.
The results from Reid et al. (2002) (0.034−0.037 M� pc−3)
and Flynn et al. (2006) (0.0334M� pc−3) point towards lower
values. We obtain a local dark matter volume density of
0.012+0.001

−0.001 M� pc−3 when fitting the Galactic rotation curve in
the process to ensure the LDSE. This value is compatible with
Catena & Ullio (2010), Salucci et al. (2010), McMillan (2011)
and Bovy & Tremaine (2012). Our value for the local total mass
density (0.113+0.002

−0.004M� pc−3) is compatible with the values of
Korchagin et al. (2003) (0.1−0.11 M� pc−3), Holmberg & Flynn
(2000) (0.102 ± 0.1M� pc−3), and van Leeuwen (2007) (0.112 ±
0.019M� pc−3); all three were obtained with Hipparcos data.

We discuss below four points that could impact our parame-
ter inference: (1) the fixed ingredients of BGM, (2) the Tycho-2
photometric error modelling, (3) the assumptions on the other
Galactic components in the BGM (e.g. thick disc, halo, and
bulge-bar) and (4) the choice of extinction map.

The assumptions for the fixed ingredients of the BGM, for
example, atmosphere models, stellar evolutionary tracks, chem-
ical distribution, or the mass limits of the IMF x1 and x2, could
produce degeneracies between the fixed ingredients and the

explored ingredients or biases introduced by the fixed ingredi-
ents. One example of these biases could be the shift of the red
peak between simulations and Tycho-2 data observed in Fig. 9
that was already reported in Czekaj et al. (2014) and Mor et al.
(2017). This shift could be caused by several of the fixed BGM
ingredients, for example the atmosphere models, the stellar evo-
lutionary tracks, the photometric transformation between John-
son and Tycho bands, or the treatment of unresolved stellar
multiple systems. In practice, a shift in the red peak implies that
there is no combination of the six explored parameters that is
able to exactly reproduce the data, and therefore the obtained
posterior PDFs are affected by this impossibility. We suspect that
this is the reason why the improvements on the fit comparing the
MP variant with the DAV variant are mostly concentrated in the
blue half of the CMD (see Fig. 8).

The Tycho-2 photometric error modelling could be an addi-
tional source of uncertainty for the derivation of the SFH and
IMF parameters. Assumptions on the other galactic components
considered in the BGM could also influence the results. The
amount of stars from the inner region of the Galaxy and the halo
in the solar neighbourhood is known to be negligible. We esti-
mate that less than 0.5% of the stars in our sample belong to the
halo. The density of the bulge/bar stars is much smaller, even
null. Therefore, our assumptions on the structure of the halo and
the bulge/bar marginally affect our results. The case of the thick
disc component is more complex. We assume the structure of
the thick disc from Robin et al. (2014) with two star-formation
episodes at 10 Gyr and 12 Gyr. With these assumptions we esti-
mate that the amount of thick-disc stars in our sample is about
10%. This is small but not negligible. Most of these stars have
ages of the order of 10 Gyr, and thus have a similar age to the
older stars from the thin disc. The consideration of other age
distributions for the thick disc would imply that the thin and
thick discs overlap in different age ranges. Thus the results on
the thin disc, as shown here, could be impacted by our (fixed)
hypotheses on the thick-disc SFH. This question will be con-
sidered in the near future. Other structures, such as the spiral
arms, are not considered in the model, and therefore irregulari-
ties in the spatial density distribution are smoothed in the BGM.
The simulated CMDs that fit the Tycho-2 CMDs are thus result-
ing from a smoothed simulated solar neighbourhood, while the
Tycho-2 CMDs can result from inhomogeneous structures, such
as clusters, associations, and resonant structures. This is why we
emphasise that the IMF that we are deriving is the composite
IMF (or integrated galactic IMF) as we are not simulating the
inhomogeneities of the star formation in the Galactic disc.

As we can see throughout this paper the choice of the extinc-
tion map is a critical ingredient for our parameter inference.
An overestimation or underestimation of the extinction gener-
ally leads to an underestimation or overestimation of the star
counts that could bias our results. An example of the effects of
the choice of the extinction map is the different IMFs (at high
masses) and SFHs that we are obtaining for Drimmel and Stil-
ism extinction maps. On average, the absorption of the Stilism
map is higher than that of the Drimmel map, producing slightly
smaller star counts, especially in the blue. As a consequence,
to fit the observations when using the Drimmel map we need a
steeper slope of the IMF, at high masses, because in the Drimmel
map the bluest stars are less absorbed than in the Stilism map.
The differences in the absorption of both maps is also respon-
sible for the slightly different SFHs. For the moment we do not
have enough evidence to decide which map is more precise. In
a future paper, external tests of the Stilism map will be provided
to answer this question.
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Table 4. Local densities M�/pc3.

Component Age (Gyr) ρ� (D) ε(D) ρ� (S) ε (S)

Thin disc 1 0–0.10 0.0015+0.0001
−0.0002 0.0140 0.0013+0.0001

−0.0002 0.0140
2 0.10–1 0.0069+0.0003

−0.0007 0.0210 0.0060+0.0003
−0.0007 0.0209

3 1–2 0.0055+0.0003
−0.0006 0.0299 0.0048+0.0003

−0.0006 0.0298
4 2–3 0.0037+0.0002

−0.0004 0.0451 0.0033+0.0002
−0.0004 0.0448

5 3–5 0.0061+0.0003
−0.0006 0.0577 0.0059+0.0003

−0.0006 0.0574
6 5–7 0.0060+0.0003

−0.0006 0.0655 0.0063+0.0003
−0.0006 0.0652

7 7–10 0.0103+0.0005
−0.001 0.0660 0.0123+0.0005

−0.001 0.0657
Brown and white dwarfs* 0.0071 0.0071
Total thin disc 0–10 0.047+0.002

−0.004 0.047+0.002
−0.005

Young thick disc* 10 0.0036 0.0036
Old thick disc* 12 0.0005 0.0005
Stellar halo* 14 4.1e-05 4.1e-05
Total stellar component 0.051+0.002

−0.004 0.051+0.002
−0.005

ISM* 0.05 0.05
Dark matter halo 0.012+0.001

−0.001 0.012+0.001
−0.001

Total 0.113+0.002
−0.004 0.113+0.002

−0.005

Notes. Contribution to the total dynamical mass of the population components from BGM Std performed with the obtained most probable values
(MP variant). Columns with (D) present the values obtained when using the Drimmel extinction map while columns with (S) present the values
obtained when using the Stilism map. Additionally, we present the eccentricities of the Einasto density profiles for the age sub-populations of the
thin disc component. The components marked with an asterisk are fixed and not derived in this paper.

8. BGM FASt in the context of Galaxy modelling

We have presented the BGM Fast Approximate Simulations
(BGM FASt) which is a strategy to generate Milky Way sim-
ulations at low computational cost. The computational time of a
BGM FASt simulation represents only 0.02% of the equivalent
simulation using the BGM Std strategy. We dedicate the follow-
ing paragraphs to contextualising BGM FASt in the environment
of the Galaxy models. We consider, for this contextualisation,
the Galaxy models that could be fast enough to be used together
with iterative processes like machine learning, ABC, or MCMC
to study the structure and evolution of the Milky Way.

The Galaxy model from Pasetto et al. (2016) is also a popu-
lation synthesis model to deal with large amounts of data from
surveys of the Milky Way. It allows for very quick computa-
tion of CMDs from the distribution function in a given line
of sight avoiding star-by-star sampling. This is a very valu-
able property to work with iterative inference processes such
as ABC or genetic algorithms. However, when making compar-
isons with observational data other than that from CMDs (e.g.
parallax or proper motions), star-by-star sampling (e.g. Fig. 15
in Pasetto et al. 2016) is required. Our strategy, on the other
hand, starts with a Mother Simulation which is already sampled
and therefore BGM FASt never needs to re-sample star-by-star.
This allows for quick generation not only of CMDs but also
distributions of other observables such as parallax or proper
motions. Moreover, the CMDs built with BGM FASt have a rig-
orous treatment of the stellar multiple systems, where we con-
sider if a stellar multiple system is merged or resolved accord-
ing to the angular resolution of the observational catalogue to
be compared with the simulations. This effect is not considered
in the quick CMDs of Pasetto et al. (2016). These authors paid
special attention to the kinematic constraints and dynamical con-
sistency of the model. As in BGM FASt, the authors consider sta-
tionary state but they emphasise the non-isothermality of the disc
and the formulation for the mixed terms of the Jeans equation
obtained with consistency from the potential; their method ends

up with a dynamical consistency stronger than the one adopted
in BGM FASt where isothermal state is considered and radial
and vertical motions are assumed to be decoupled. However, as
described in Sect. 4, the process that ensures LDSE in BGM
FASt runs at a very cheap computational cost. Without doubt
the stronger point of the Galaxy model in Pasetto et al. (2016),
in relation to BGM FASt, is the introduction of the spiral arms
as a perturbation of the stellar distribution function. Although
they have a perturbed disc, they still compute its dynamical con-
straints with the same Poisson solver as in Robin et al. (2003),
which makes the assumption of an axi-symmetric potential to
solve the Poisson equation. In the future we may consider a sim-
ilar technique (to that used in Robin et al. 2012) for BGM FASt,
such as the possibility of introducing spiral arms in BGM FASt
using an axi-symmetric Mother Simulation.

TRILEGAL has been used as a prior for a Bayesian study
but its computational cost is probably too expensive for param-
eter exploration using iterative algorithms. Initially it provided
only photometry of any field of the Galaxy but no kinematic
parameters such as proper motions or radial velocities. Nowa-
days, TRILEGAL incorporates a kinematic module. Dynamical
consistency is not analysed in Girardi et al. (2005). Compared
with TRILEGAL we consider BGM FASt to be more adapted to
exploiting extremely large surveys.

Galfast (Jurić et al. 2008) takes advantage of the use of graph-
ics processing units (GPUs) instead of central processing units
(CPU), and due to the computational cost reported in Juric et al.
(2010), it could be fast enough to be used, in some cases, together
with Bayesian iterative techniques. However, as pointed out in
Loebman et al. (2014) this galaxy model does not consider inputs
such as SFH, age-metallicity relation, or the IMF. It is simply
a sophisticated Monte Carlo generator designed to produce a
snapshot of the current sky with the stellar content consistent
with SDSS observations and where initially the luminosity func-
tion was taken from Kroupa et al. (1993). Therefore, nowadays
Galfast is not ready to infer the IMF and SFH as BGM FASt is.
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Galaxia code from Sharma et al. (2011) is, for the moment,
fast enough to work with modern Bayesian techniques as seen in
Rybizki & Just (2015). Galaxia can sample stars from an N-body
simulation by splitting each N-body particle into several stel-
lar populations of different ages and masses, imposing a given
IMF and SFH. On the one hand, the possibility to sample stars
from an N-body simulation is a clear advantage from the point
of view of dynamical consistency, as the N-body evolves natu-
rally from the interaction of the particles. On the other hand, if
one samples an N-body model with Eq. (11) from Sharma et al.
(2011), for a given N-body particle, the kinematic behaviours
of the young and old stars are going to be exactly the same,
thus not following the Jeans equation. Another approach using
Galaxia was taken by Rybizki & Just (2015), where they apply
the SFH to build the N-body simulation, each particle being rep-
resentative of an age range. They subsequently use Galaxia to
simply convert each particle to a single stellar population for a
given IMF. They include the Jeans equation implicitly when cal-
culating the local SFH for their volume complete sample (their
Fig. 1). Recalculating the N-body input for different SFHs is
computationally inexpensive but the use of Galaxia to explore
the IMF is relatively slow. Here, BGM FASt is faster than
Galaxia (Rybizki, J. private comm.). Alternatively, if one wants
to study the SFH and the IMF simultaneously with Galaxia, one
can use it in the analytical model mode based on the model
by Robin et al. (2003). In Galaxia, the code can be edited to
update the density distribution to the latest versions of the BGM
(e.g. Robin et al. 2012; Robin et al. 2014; Czekaj et al. 2014).
In BGM FASt, it is also straightforward to work with the most
updated version of the BGM Std simply by changing the Mother
Simulation. For the moment, Galaxia is not incorporating a rig-
orous treatment for the resolution of the stellar multiple systems
according to the angular resolution of the pertinent observational
catalogue as we do in BGM FASt. Therefore, CMDs coming
from Galaxia do not consider this effect. Galaxia in its analyti-
cal mode uses the same dynamical constraints as Bienaymé et al.
(1987), as we do in BGM FASt. The sampling of the distribution
function used in Galaxia is known to be very efficient. It incorpo-
rates, among others, a clever strategy that, given an imposed lim-
iting apparent magnitude for the simulation, they computes the
lowest stellar mass that can generate a visible star, and then they
exclusively generate stars with masses above this limit. Their
sampling strategy is one of the clues that makes Galaxia a tool
fast enough to use it in an iterative processes.

In summary, several Galaxy models and codes have been
built to explore the structure and evolution of the Milky Way.
Their advantages and disadvantages depend on the specific sci-
entific goals. They are certainly all extremely valuable tools for
the study of the Galaxy but BGM FASt is especially suited to
exploring more complex models with more free parameters, as
is needed, for example, when working with Gaia data.

9. Conclusions

We have developed, tested, and applied a new framework to per-
form BGM Fast Approximate Simulations (BGM FASt). We
have shown BGM FASt to be a powerful tool to study the
Milky Way using modern computational Bayesian techniques.
This strategy allows one to explore large parameter spaces using
huge observational surveys (e.g. Gaia DR2). We have demon-
strated the robustness of BGM FASt through several validation
tests. In the context of dynamical consistency, we have shown
that the results obtained using the approximate method to ensure
LDSE, implemented in BGM FASt, are totally compatible with

the results obtained with the full LDSE, implemented in BGM
Std. We have rigorously compared colour-magnitude diagrams
and distributions of mass, age, and colour obtained from both
BGM FASt and BGM Std, demonstrating the superior perfor-
mance of BGM FASt. Thanks to the structure of BGM FASt,
any improvement on the Galaxy model used as the Mother Sim-
ulation is naturally incorporated.

As examples of application of BGM FASt, we have pre-
sented two science demonstration cases using solar neighbour-
hood data. Of special scientific interest is case B, where we have
explored a 6D space of the thin disc component, including the
SFH, the IMF, and the density laws, using Tycho-2 and assuming
two 3D extinction maps, one from Drimmel & Spergel (2001)
and another from Stilism (Lallement et al. 2018). We have seen
that the values of the slopes of the IMF at the first and second
mass ranges (α1 and α2), the values of the thin disc stellar mass
density at the position of the Sun ( ρ�), and the values of the thin
disc radial scale length (hR) are almost independent of our choice
of 3D extinction map. The results obtained for the composite
IMF (or IGIMF) for the low mass range (α1 = 0.5+0.6

−0.3) are com-
patible with a flat function and have large uncertainties. In the
mass range between 0.5 M� and 1.53M� we obtain α2 = 2.1+0.1

−0.3.
The value for the total stellar mass density in the solar neighbour-
hood is 0.051+0.002

−0.005M� pc−3 and the local dark matter density was
found to be 0.012 ± 0.001 M� pc−3. We obtain a total mass vol-
ume density in the solar neighbourhood of 0.113+0.002

−0.005M� pc−3

(see Table 4). The value of the radial scale length for the thin
disc is obtained with very large uncertainties (e.g. 2151+421

−247 pc
using Stilism). Our results show that the determination of the
slope of the IMF at the high mass range (α3) and the inverse of
the characteristic time scale of the SFH (γ) is degenerated with
the choice of the 3D extinction map. We have obtained a very
steep slope of α3 = 3.7+0.2

−0.2 using the Drimmel extinction map
and a more common slope α3 = 2.9+0.2

−0.2 using the Stilism extinc-
tion map. However, both results discard a Salpeter (1955) slope
at the ∼3σ level. Our result of the α3 at high mass ranges favour
values of β greater than 2.0 for the mass function of the clus-
ters (see Fig. 2 in Kroupa & Weidner 2003). Finally, for the SFH
we have obtained γ = 0.09+0.3

−0.2 and γ = 0.14+0.3
−0.2 when using the

maps of Drimmel and Stilism, respectively. Despite the differ-
ences in the shape of the two SFHs that we found, the present
rate of star formation that we derived from them is almost iden-
tical, being 1.2 ± 0.2 M� yr−1. With the obtained results we have
notably improved the fit of the BGM with the solar neighbour-
hood stellar content. We conclude that the BGM with these new
parameters will provide a better tool to simulate new Milky Way
surveys.

BGM FASt framework will also allow us, in the future,
to constrain the kinematics, the age-metallicity, and chemo-
dynamics, among others. Increasingly complex expressions for
the IMF are also possible, such as for example ones includ-
ing dependencies of the IMF with the metallicity, as done in
Jerabkova et al. (2018). Time variation of the thin disc struc-
ture can also be introduced as in Amôres et al. (2017). Moreover,
BGM FASt can also be used to constrain the SFH (and the age
of the thin disc) considering a more flexible, non-parametric dis-
tribution. The structure of the BGM FASt code is built in order
to work efficiently with the ABC algorithms but it can be used
with other techniques, such as for example machine learning
tools. Although BGM FASt is designed to work with a BGM
simulation, as a Mother Simulation it can be used with simu-
lations from other Galaxy models that can be described with
Eq. (28) even assuming different functional forms of the
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fundamental functions. In this case, Eq. (35) should be used to
compute the weights. The next step in this work will be the use
of the Gaia data together with a non-parametric SFH in BGM
FASt.

To conclude, we want to stress that BGM FASt also
constitutes a large technical step in population synthesis galaxy
modelling, as for the first time a simulation of the Milky Way is
performed using the Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark envi-
ronments (Zaharia et al. 2012). The appropriate big data plat-
form and the efficient ABC algorithm that we use together with
the BGM FASt allow us to address fundamental questions of
the Milky Way structure and evolution using extremely large
surveys.
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Appendix A: Testing BGM FASt vs. Std
simulations

In this appendix we aim to present the detailed figures of the tests
BGM FASt versus BGM Std reported in Sect. 6 when comparing
the behaviour of colour, mass, and age distributions. Addition-
ally we provide a comparison of colour, mass, and age distribu-
tion between the MP variant (using the combination of the six
most probable of the explored parameters) simulated with BGM
FASt and the MP variant (defined in Sect. 7.2) simulated using
BGM Std.

A.1. Testing the BGM FASt performance

In Figs. A.1–A.3 we present the colour, age, and mass distri-
butions of the tests BGM FASt versus BGM Std presented and
discussed in Sect. 6. The age distribution is grouped by age-
subpopulation (see Sect. 2.2). Comments on these data are pre-
sented in Sect. 6.1.

A.2. Testing the MP variant

To test if the obtained BGM FASt MP variant is equivalent
to the BGM Std MP variant we have repeated the tests of

Sects. 4.5 and 6.1 for this new variant. We have compared
the eccentricities of the Einasto density profiles and the stel-
lar volume mass density at the position of the Sun obtained
from both the approximate local dynamical statistical equilib-
rium used in BGM FASt and the full LDSE used in the stan-
dard BGM. We find differences of the eccentricities of the
Einasto density profiles always smaller than 1% while we find
differences in the stellar volume densities at the position of
the Sun smaller than 3%. Additionally we have checked that
the difference in the local dark matter density is about 3.5%
with negligible effects on the rotation curve as demonstrated in
Sect. 4.5. These differences are inside the margins reported in
Sect. 4.5.

In Fig. A.4 we present the colour, age, and mass distribution
of the MP variant using the Drimmel & Spergel (2001) extinc-
tion map. The age distribution is grouped by age-subpopulation
(see Sect. 2.2). From Sect. 6 we conclude that differences
between BGM FASt and BGM Std are usually below 5%. There-
fore, the error bars in the plots are set to be 5% of the star
counts in the bin to visualise that the differences are smaller.
We note that within the error bars both distributions match each
other very well, demonstrating that BGM FASt provides a good
approximation to the BGM standard for the best model variant
fitting Tycho-2 data.
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Fig. A.1. Colour distribution,(B − V)T , for the BGM FASt vs. BGM Std tests presented in Table 2. All the plotted simulations use the
Drimmel & Spergel (2001) extinction map. The dotted blue line is for the Mother Simulation (DAV variant for the first column and DCV variant
for the second column). The thin green line and the thick red line signify BGM Std and BGM FASt simulations, respectively.
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Fig. A.2. Age sub-population distribution for the BGM FASt vs. BGM Std tests presented in Table 2. All the plotted simulations use the
Drimmel & Spergel (2001) extinction map. The blue dotted line is for the Mother Simulation (DAV variant for the first column and DCV variant
for the second column). The thin green line and the thick red line signify BGM Std and BGM FASt simulations, respectively. The error bars are
set to be 5% of the stars in the bin to visualise if the differences are below or above it.
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Fig. A.3. Mass distribution for the BGM FASt vs. BGM Std tests presented in Table 2. All the plotted simulations use Drimmel & Spergel (2001)
extinction map. The dotted blue line is for the Mother Simulation (DAV variant for the first column and DCV variant for the second column). The
thin green line and the thick red line signify BGM Std and BGM FASt simulations, respectively. The error bars are set to be 5% of the stars in the
bin to visualise if the differences are below or above it.
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Fig. A.4. Top panel: (B−V)T distribution. Middle panel: star counts for
each of the seven age sub-populations of the thin disc assumed in the
BGM. Bottom panel: mass distribution. The simulations are done using
the combination of the six most probable parameters (MP variant) with
the Drimmel & Spergel (2001) extinction map; in red the simulation is
done with BGM FASt while in black it is done with BGM Std. The
error bars are set to be 5% of the stars in the bin to visualise that the
differences between BGM FASt and BGM Std are below it. The simu-
lations are samples limited in visual apparent magnitude VT < 11 and
photometric errors are not considered.

Appendix B: Evaluating the sampling noise in BGM

B.1. Sampling noise in BGM Standard

In this section we analyse the star-generation strategy of BGM
Std to demonstrate that the discrepancies larger than 5% that
we find occasionally when comparing BGM FASt and BGM Std
(see Sect. 6 and Appendix A) can be explained by the sampling
noise for very-low-mass reservoirs in BGM Std.

As described in Eq. (1) of Czekaj et al. (2014), for each thin-
disc age sub-population the mass available to be spent on star
production in a given volume element is quoted as the mass
reservoir.

In Fig. B.1 we present, for the youngest sub-population of
the thin disc component in BGM and for masses bigger than
1.53 M�, the relative differences in star counts per mass bin
between the sampled stars and the stars predicted by the imposed
distribution functionG(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) along 104 realisations. We
expect that the Poisson distribution describes the distribution of
the number of sampled stars of a given interval (e.g. mass or age)
along the 104 realisations. The red boxes in the figure represent
the relative differences between the sampled stars and the stars
predicted by G(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α) if the sampling distribution would
follow exactly a Poisson distribution centred on the predicted
theoretical value. The black boxes are the relative differences in
star counts per mass bin between the stars generated by BGM
Std and the stars predicted by the imposed G(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α)
along 104 realisations. In the left panel we show the result for
a mass reservoir of 104 M� for a Salpeter IMF while in the mid-
dle and right panels we show the results for a mass reservoir
of 150 M� for a Salpeter IMF (middle) and Kroupa-like IMF
(right). We note that for the mass reservoir of 104 M� the BGM
standard generation behaves as expected and approximately fol-
lows the Poisson distribution. We detect small discrepancies with
the Poisson distribution that are caused by the fact that the mass
in the mass reservoir runs out. It is important to notice that the
mean value of the distribution coincides with the expected the-
oretical value, differing from each other by less than 0.01%.
Regarding the middle panel (Salpeter IMF), we note that for the
first three mass bins the noise is not Poissonian (red boxes are
for Poisson distribution centred in the predicted value) and is
clearly biased towards higher values, thus producing and over-
sampling the stars with masses 1.53 M� < M < 4.5 M�; the grey
shadow emphasises this bias towards higher values. In the right
plot (Kroupa-like IMF) we note that the deviation from the Pois-
son noise is much smaller, marginally affecting the distribution.

We can conclude that when the mass reservoir is large
enough (M > 104 M�), we can consider as a first approximation
that the probability of an occurrence of a star generation event is
not affecting the probability of the occurrence of the following
star generation event (necessary condition for a Poisson distribu-
tion). The results therefore approximately follow a Poisson dis-
tribution. When the mass reservoir is small (e.g. M < 500 M�)
the approximation that the probability of the occurrence of two
star generation events is conditionally independent is no longer
valid and as a consequence the obtained distribution is slightly
biased and does not follow the Poisson distribution.

We have performed the test for all populations and masses.
We only find remarkable effects for the youngest population and
for masses larger than M > 1.53 M� when the slope of the IMF
in the high mass range is flat. It is important to emphasise that we
roughly estimate that only about 10% of the stars in the samples
that we use in this paper (up to VT = 11) are generated in mass
reservoirs small enough to be affected by the effects discussed in
this appendix.

The discrepancies bigger than 5% found in colour, mass, and
age distributions (Figs. A.1–A.3) between BGM FASt and BGM
Std simulations that we reported in Sect. 6 can be explained by
the non-Poissonian sampling noise that we found in BGM Std
for the youngest sub-populations at the high mass range when
the mass reservoir is small. The comparisons in Sect. 4.5 of the
densities in a sphere around the Sun are only minorly affected
by this as BGM Std, when working in the sphere mode, has very
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Fig. B.1. Left panel: behaviour of the noise in BGM Std when the mass reservoir is large. This behaviour is obtained by reproducing a full star
generation process of a mass reservoir of 104 M� for the youngest age sub-population 104 times. The limits of the boxes show the position of the
first and the third quartile. The limits of the bars show the position of −1.5 · IQR and +1.5 · IQR, where IQR is the interquartile range. Everything
beyond the limits of the bar is considered an outlier. In black we show the relative differences in star counts between the expected number of stars in
a given mass bin and the number of stars obtained with the standard BGM generation strategy. The red boxes show what these relative differences
would be if the generation were to precisely follow a Poisson distribution centred in the expected value. The noise behaves approximately as a
Poisson distribution, as expected. Middle and right panels: behaviour of the noise in BGM Std when the mass reservoir is small. This is obtained
by by reproducing a full star generation process of a mass reservoir of 150 M� for the youngest age sub-population 104 times. This small mass
reservoir only appears occasionally. The middle panel is for very flat slopes of the IMF at high mass range (in this case α3 = 2.35). The right
panel is for an IMF slope of α3 = 3.2 closer to the best slopes fitting the data. In black we show the relative differences in star counts between the
expected number of stars in a given mass bin and the number of stars obtained with the standard BGM generation strategy. The red boxes show
what these relative differences would be if the generation were to precisely follow a Poisson distribution centred in the expected value. The grey
shadow emphasises the differences between the distribution obtained with BGM Std and the one that would follow exactly a Poisson distribution.
We note that the effect is very small for the right panel. We show the results only for masses up to 5.5 M� as about 99% of the stars in the simulated
samples (limited at VT = 11) have masses smaller than 5.5 M�.

large mass reservoirs to generate the stars at the position of the
Sun. It is important to note that the non-Poissonian noise has
a minor effect on the BGM simulations that better fit the thin
disc at the solar neighbourhood. Work is in progress to further
diminish the effects of the noise in the small mass reservoirs.

B.2. Weighting the sampling noise in BGM FASt

The BGM Std simulation that we use as a Mother Simulation
is a random realisation of an imposed distribution function for
the generated stars in the Galaxy (G(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α)). As a con-
sequence when we weight the stars in BGM FASt strategy we
also weight the noise. This implies, as we demonstrate in this
appendix, that the noise in a BGM FASt simulation is approxi-
mately a factor

√
w̄ of the noise in the Mother Simulation (where

w̄ is the mean weight applied to the Mother Simulation).
If we perform n realizations of a BGM Std simulation with an

imposed G, the distribution of the number of stars Xi in a given
interval of a given parameter, along the n realisations, can be
approximated by a Poisson distribution. If the number of stars
is large enough, the Poisson distribution can be approximated
by a Gaussian distribution with µ = E[Xi] and σ2 = E[Xi],
where E[Xi] is the expected number of stars in the interval given
by the imposed distribution function of the generated stars in
the Galaxy (G(τ,M,Z, x̄, v̄, α)). We discuss below which is, for
n realisations of a BGM FASt simulation, the distribution of
the number of stars Xi in a given interval of a given parameter.
We start from a Mother Simulation with an imposed distribution
function GMSt such as that in a given interval E[XMSt

i ] = NMSt,
where NMSt is the expected number of stars. Performing n reali-
sations, we obtain, as discussed above, an approximately Gaus-
sian distribution with µMSt = E[XMSt

i ] = NMSt and σ2
MSt =

E[XMSt
i ] = NMSt. The sample mean, for a given interval, of the n

Fig. B.2. Distribution of weights applied to the Mother Simulation
to obtain the MP variant when using the Drimmel & Spergel (2001)
extinction map. The vertical dashed lines indicate the 0.16 and 0.84
quantiles.

realisations of the Mother Simulation is known to be an unbiased
estimator for µ, and is computed as follows

X̄MSt =
1
n

n∑
i=1

XMSt
i . (B.1)

The sample variance of the n realisations is known to be an unbi-
ased estimator for σ2, and is computed as follows

S 2
MSt =

1
n − 1

·

n∑
i=1

(XMSt
i − X̄MSt)2. (B.2)
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Next, we build n realisations of a BGM FASt simulation with
an imposed distribution function, GFASt, applying the pertinent
weights wi to the stars of the n realisations of the Mother Simu-
lation. We assume here that the mean weight applied to a given
interval of a given parameter is approximately the same for the n
realisations, that is w̄. The expected number of stars in the inter-
val for the BGM FASt is therefore E[Xi] = w̄ · NMSt. If the dis-
tribution were Poissonian we would expect, as discussed above,
a Gaussian with µ = w̄ · NMSt and σ2 = w̄ · NMSt. As the n reali-
sations of the BGM FASt are built from the n realisations of the
Mother Simulation then we can write XFASt

i = w̄ · XMSt
i and the

sample mean X̄FASt as follows

X̄FASt =
1
n

n∑
i=1

XFASt
i =

1
n

n∑
i=1

w̄ · XMSt
i = w̄ · X̄MSt, (B.3)

For n → ∞ we can write µFASt = w̄ · µMSt and that is exactly
the expected value of stars in the given range for BGM FASt as
mentioned above, E[XFASt

i ] = w̄ · NMSt.
Now if we compute the sample variance:

S 2
FASt =

1
n − 1

·

n∑
i=1

(XFASt
i − X̄FASt)2 (B.4)

=
1

n − 1
·

n∑
i=1

(w̄ · XMSt
i − w̄ · X̄MSt)2 = w̄2 · S 2

MSt, (B.5)

for n → ∞ we can write σ2
FASt = w̄2 · σ2

MSt = w̄2 · NMSt
but we note that the variance for the Poisson distribution with
E[Xi] = w̄ · NMSt would be σ2 = w̄ · NMSt. As a consequence,
the noise in BGM FASt simulation is a factor

√
w̄ of the noise

that a BGM Std simulation would have in its place. Therefore,
σFASt =

√
w ·σS td. This effect causes an increase or reduction of

the variance proportional to the value of the weight. In the range
of the parameter space that we are exploring, the mean values
of the weights used go from about 0.8 to about 1.20. In Fig. B.2
we present the distribution of the weights needed to generate the
MP variant. Its mean value is 1.023 while the quantiles 0.16 and
0.84 take the values 0.90 and 1.14, respectively. In this case the
distribution of the weights is such that the effects discussed in
this section are very small, as can be seen in Fig. A.4 when com-
paring the colour distribution of the MP variant simulated with
BGM FASt and BGM Full. If for future studies we need weights
much further away from 1 to explain the observational data, it
will be necessary to introduce one or more intermediate steps to
run BGM Std simulations closer to the data to perform the final
parameter exploration.
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